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Abstract 

The monitoring of pollutants and greenhouse gases is crucial to support efforts by the State of 
California to improve air quality and combat climate change. Two remote sensing methods, a 
multi-axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) instrument and a Fourier 
Transform Spectrometer (CLARS-FTS) to monitor pollutants and greenhouse gases, were 
developed and deployed at JPL’s California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing 
(CLARS) on Mt. Wilson (1673 meters asl) to scan the Los Angeles Basin. A version of the 
regional air quality model WRF-Chem for the LA basin was developed and validated for the 
2010 CalNex experiment.  

Vertical profiles of NO2 concentrations and aerosol extinction were retrieved from the MAX-
DOAS observations. MAX-DOAS HCHO/NO2 ratios show a decreased VOC sensitivity during 
the weekends compared to weekdays due to lower NO2 levels on the weekends, in agreement 
with WRF-Chem results. Elevated CH4:CO2 ratios were observed in west Pasadena and in the 
eastern LA basin by the CLARS-FTS. The annual basin total top-down CH4 emissions was 
derived to be 0.39±0.06 Tg CH4 per year, significantly larger than the bottom-up emissions. The 
preliminary annual top-down CO2 emissions of 211±12 Tg CO2/year in 2011, 230±12 Tg 
CO2/year in 2012, 212±11 Tg CO2/year in 2013, and 204±10 Tg CO2/year in 2014, were about 
10-15% greater than the CARB bottom-up CO2 emissions in 2012. 
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1. Executive Summary 

The Los Angeles basin remains one of the most polluted areas in the U.S. Air quality in the 
LA basin has been studied for several decades and observational networks as well as regulation 
policies have been put in place to alleviate its impact on human health. It has also been 
recognized that megacities, such as Los Angeles, contribute substantially to the emission of 
greenhouse gases and thus regional and global climate change. However, the policies to mitigate 
global and regional climate change have just begun to emerge, with the State of California’s 
Assembly bill AB32 at the forefront of these efforts in the U.S. Human activities and the 
associated emissions of ozone and aerosol precursors as well as greenhouse gases are the main 
cause of these environmental challenges. The monitoring of the atmospheric concentrations of 
the various trace gas as well their emission rates is thus a crucial undertaking, in particular over 
long time periods. In the case of pollutants, a network of surface stations has been established 
that provides point measurements distributed across the LA Basin. Despite the success in 
improving air quality these networks are still sparse and do not provide information of the 
vertical distribution of trace gases, which would allow a much better description of the total trace 
gas amounts and emissions. For greenhouse gases, the problem is direr as a monitoring network 
does not exist and only a few studies have focused on urban areas.  

The goal of our proposal was to develop two remote sensing methods that address these 
challenges and perform long-term measurements in the Los Angeles Basin. Both methods rely on 
the remote sensing of trace gases, one in the UV – visible wavelength range measuring NO2, 
HCHO, and aerosols, the other in the near IR measuring CO2, CH4, and CO. Both systems were 
located at JPL’s California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing (CLARS) on Mt. 
Wilson, California. The UV-vis multi-axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 
instrument, has been operational since Spring 2010, measuring path-integrated concentrations, 
i.e. slant column densities, of pollutants such as NO2, HCHO, as well as aerosol extinction in the 
wavelength range from 300-530nm. The instrument samples  8 consecutive elevation angles, 
from +6 to -10 degrees in 5 azimuth directions from CLARS. We developed several tools to 
analyze and interpret this long-term data set of over one million measurements. A cloud sorting 
algorithm was developed to identify measurements that are impacted by clouds above or below 
Mt. Wilson. To convert the trace gas slant column densities into concentrations and aerosol 
extinction vertical profiles, we implemented a fast radiative transfer model (RTM) that allows for 
the simulation of the effective light path through the atmosphere. The RTM was combined with a 
two-stage non-linear / linear optimal estimation inversion to derive aerosol extinction profiles 
followed by the determination of trace gas profiles. To ensure that this novel approach is indeed 
able to retrieve the vertical aerosol and trace gas profiles with sufficient accuracy, an information 
content analysis for our Mt. Wilson observational strategy was performed. In general we found 
that the remote sensing from a mountaintop approach can derive 3-4 pieces of information on 
aerosol extinction, which means that averaged extinction in 3-4 height intervals in the lower 2 
km can be derived if no other information, such as boundary layer height, is included in the 
retrieval. For NO2 five pieces of information can be retrieved, which translates into a profile with 
at least a 400-500 m vertical resolution. In both cases the retrieval will be able to at least 
determine the boundary layer average and in the case of NO2 typically provide two data points in 
the boundary layer. Example retrievals show a clear identification of the boundary layer and the 
higher aerosol and NO2 levels in the boundary layer compared to aloft. Based on this 
encouraging analysis we proceeded to derive vertical profiles of NO2 and aerosol extinction for 
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LA for a 4 year period. This data is available for model testing and to follow trends in trace gas 
and aerosol levels. Our original proposal also included analysis of SO2 and glyoxal. However, 
we found that SO2 was below our detection limit, confirming the findings of the ClaNex field 
experiment during which we observed that SO2 mixing ratios rarely exceeded 0.5 ppb. The 
analysis of glyoxal, which is considerably more challenging than those of NO2 and HCHO, is 
ongoing. However mixing ratios are also expected to be rather low. 

An exciting new application of our observations is the use of the HCHO/NO2 ratio to study 
the long-term trend of the VOC/NOx sensitivity of ozone formation in the LA Basin. Based on 
observations from the CalNex ground site, we have determined the HCHO/NO2 cross-over point 
between VOC and NOx limited ozone formation. The daily averaged HCHO/NO2 ratios from Mt. 
Wilson show a clear pattern with higher ratios, indicative of decreased VOC sensitivity, during 
the weekends, and lower ratios during the weekdays. The monthly averaged NO2 and HCHO 
DSCDs from Mt. Wilson from 2011-2013 show that this weekend effect is caused by lower NO2 

levels on the weekends. The data also shows a decrease in monthly averaged NO2 slant column 
densities during weekdays, while weekend NO2 does not seem to decrease as much. This trend, 
however, is not reflected in the long-term trend of HCHO/NO2 ratios. 

A new Fourier Transform Spectrometer called CLARS-FTS has been taking measurements 
since May 2010) on Mt. Wilson. From its mountaintop location at an altitude of 1673 meters, the 
instrument points at a programmed sequence of 28 ground target locations in the LA basin, 
recording spectra of reflected near-IR solar radiation. Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of 
greenhouse gases (XGHG) including XCO2, XCH4, and XCO are retrieved several times per day 
for each target, with best precisions of 0.16%, 0.26% and 4.10% for XCO2, XCH4, and XCO 
respectively. Spectra from a local Spectralon scattering plate are also recorded to determine 
background (free tropospheric) column abundances above the site, with precisions of 0.09%, 
0.14% and 1.94% for XCO2, XCH4, and XCO respectively. Comparisons between measurements 
from LA basin targets and the Spectralon plate provide estimates of the boundary layer partial 
column abundances of the measured species. Using two years of observations acquired between 
September 2011 and October 2013, we derived maps of CH4:CO2 in the basin. Significant spatial 
and seasonal variability were observed due to varying emission patterns and atmospheric 
transport. A two-year integrated map of CH4:CO2 showed an elevated CH4:CO2 ratio in west 
Pasadena and in the eastern LA basin. Using the basin average CH4:CO2 ratio and the bottom-up 
CO2 emissions for the basin, we derived the annual basin total top-down CH4 emissions to be 
0.39±0.06 Tg CH4 per year, which is significantly larger than the bottom-up emissions. Using 
more than three years of observations acquired between September 2011 and October 2014, we 
derived maps of CO:CO2 in the basin. A three-year integrated map of CO:CO2 showed an 
elevated ratio in western Los Angeles basin. Larger CO:CO2 ratios were observed in summer 
compared to winter. Further investigation using an atmospheric transport model is essential to 
disentangle emission from transport processes. Using the annual trend of CO:CO2 ratio observed 
by the FTS and the bottom-up CO emissions, we derived the annual top-down CO2 emissions of 
211±12 Tg CO2/ year in 2011, 230±12 Tg CO2/ year in 2012, 212±11 Tg CO2/ year in 2013, and 
204±10 Tg CO2/ year in 2014. The top-down CO2 emissions were about 10-15% greater than the 
CARB bottom-up CO2 emissions in 2012. Spatial and temporal patterns of XCO2 in the Los 
Angeles basin observed by the CLARS-FTS are simulated by WRF-VPRM model. The model 
results have a low bias of 10% compared to that of CLARS FTS observations. Model inversion 
will be performed to derive CO2, CH4 and CO emissions in the LA basin.  
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Our original proposal aimed to use inverse 3D urban air-shed models to interpret our data. 
However, the inversion algorithms did not become available in time to apply them to our data. In 
our initial work we developed a version of the regional air quality model WRF-Chem to simulate 
and analyze meteorological conditions, as well as CO, NOx and ozone concentrations in the LA 
basin. That technique was applied and validated for the 2010 CalNex experiment (May-June 
2010). The meteorological part of the model performed well with respect to simulating the land 
sea breeze, inland pollutant transport and boundary layer heights. CO concentrations at Caltech, 
and the inland source region during the day and night were overestimated by 42%, ~20% and 30-
50% respectively. The model overestimation of CO in the basin indicated that the CO emissions 
in the model (28% reduction from NEI’05) were still too high. A 45% reduced NOx emissions 
rate relative to NEI’05 improved model performance relative to a 24% NEI reduction case for 
daytime NOx and O3 in the source region. The lower NOx emissions increased O3 by 6.8 ppb and 
2.9 ppb on weekdays and weekends respectively in the model, indicating that O3 formation in the 
basin is NOx-saturated. The relatively smaller O3 increase on weekends may indicate that 
modeled weekend O3 production is shifted to be less NOx-saturated compared to weekdays. The 
modeled weekend-to-weekday difference was much smaller than the observations with a small 
2.9 ppb O3 increase and a 16% NOx reduction. Together with overestimated NOy on weekends 
and underestimated NOy on weekdays in the basin, we conclude that a 22-26% weekend-to-
weekday difference in NOx emissions in the model is not large enough and weekend NOx 

emissions were still overestimated in the model. 

2. Introduction 

The quantification of emissions and trends in trace gas levels are crucial for our understanding 
of atmospheric air pollution, i.e. ozone and aerosol chemistry, as well as to better quantify the 
impact of greenhouse gases on our climate. Regional air quality has been studied for decades, 
and observational networks as well as regulation policies have been put in place to alleviate its 
impact on human health. However, the policies to mitigate global and regional climate change 
have just begun to emerge. Following its history as one of the most environmentally progressive 
states in the U.S., the State of California recently passed a mandate (Assembly Bill (AB) 32) that 
requires a reduction of the emissions of the major greenhouse gases to 1990 levels by 2020. That 
bill and our continued focus on air quality introduces new challenges for scientists and policy 
makers.  

Degradation of air quality and climate change is driven by anthropogenic emissions of ozone 
and aerosol precursors (NOx, CO, VOCs, and SO2) and their chemical transformations, as well as 
emissions of various greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, and CFCs). It is thus crucial to 
accurately quantify trace gas levels, their spatial distribution, and their emissions to best support 
the development of air pollution and climate change mitigation strategies. The observation of 
those parameters presents a number of challenges. For greenhouse gases the problem is direr 
than for air pollutants since monitoring networks do not exist and only a few studies have 
focused on urban areas. In addition, measurements are often only performed at a few locations, 
introducing uncertainties into the overall emissions budget, as well as making it impossible to 
identify the major sources of those emissions. The development of improved tools for monitoring 
and studying trace gas concentrations and emissions as well as aerosol properties on larger 
spatial and temporal scales continues to be an important undertaking. 
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The current approach to monitoring air pollutants relies on a limited number of surface 
monitoring sites, while networks for greenhouse gases are only just emerging. The motivation 
for this project was to demonstrate and apply novel remote sensing methods from a mountaintop 
to provide new and unique insights into the concentrations and emissions of ozone precursors 
and greenhouse gases in the Los Angeles Basin. The observations were originally planned for a 2 
year period but, though contract extensions, ended up a period of more than 3 years. We 
originally had planned to use inverse 3D urban air-shed models to interpret our data, but the 
inversion algorithms did not become available in time to apply them to our data. However, we 
will report on some initial work in this direction.  

The two remote sensing instruments, one in the UV–visible wavelength range, the other in the 
near IR, were located at JPL’s California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing (CLARS) 
on Mt. Wilson, California (1673 meters above sea level). Both instruments have been operating 
from May 2010 until today, although we will only discuss IR data from the mid-2011, after the 
FTS instrument was fully aligned and producing high-quality data.  

The UV-vis system is based on Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 
(MAX-DOAS), which measures narrow-band absorptions of pollutants such as NO2, HCHO, as 
well as aerosol extinction in the wavelength range from 300-530nm. The instrument sampled 8 
consecutive elevation angles, from +6 to -10 degrees, in 5 azimuth directions from CLARS. 
Section 3 of this report will give details on the instrument, the spectral data analysis and the 
vertical profile retrieval. The results of the MAX-DOAS observations will be discussed with 
respect to the long-term trend in NO2 as well as the trend in NOx/VOC sensitivity of ozone 
formation using the HCHO/NO2 ratio from our observations. 

The near-IR instrument is based on a novel remote sensing approach for monitoring the 
spatial and temporal distributions of greenhouse gases in the Los Angeles basin using high-
resolution spectroscopy. A new Fourier Transform Spectrometer called CLARS-FTS was 
deployed at CLARS on Mt. Wilson, California, and performed long-term measurements of 
greenhouse gases during sunny days. The instrument points at a number of ground target 
locations in the Los Angeles basin, recording spectra of reflected near-IR solar radiation. 
Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of greenhouse gases (XGHG) including XCO2, XCH4, 
and XCO are retrieved several times per day for each target. The details of the instrument, data 
retrieval and methodology to determine GHG emissions will be described in Section 4 of this 
report. This section also presents the results of the observations, e.g. emission factors of methane 
and their spatial distribution. 

We developed a version of the regional air quality model WRF-Chem to simulate and analyze 
meteorological conditions and CO, NOx and ozone concentrations in the Los Angeles basin. This 
was originally applied to the CalNex campaign (May-June 2010) to validate the model. While 
the adjoint/inverse of the model did not become available, we will, nevertheless, briefly review 
this aspect of our project in Section 5. 

3. UV-Vis MAX-DOAS 

We operated UCLA’s multi-axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy instrument 
(MAX-DOAS) (Platt and Stutz, 2008) on Mt. Wilson. The MAX-DOAS system measures path-
averaged concentrations of NO2, HCHO, and O4 (as a proxy for aerosol extinction) using the 
absorptions in the UV and visible wavelength range. The path-averaged concentrations are 
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typically referred to as slant coolumn densities, SCD, oor if taken relative to aa zenith vieewing 
referencee for removval of the stratosphericc trace gas absorptionns, differentiial slant coolumn 
densities, DSCD. OOur original idea of asssimilating thhese DSCDDs into a 3DD chemistryy and 
transportt model couuld not be realized. Connsequently wwe pursued the alternaative approacch of 
employinng numerical inversion ttechniques too derive verttical trace gaas profiles. RRadiative traansfer 
calculatioons in combbination withh optimal esttimation tecchniques werre developedd for this prooject. 
These meethods were then appliedd to the Mt. WWilson obseervations. 

The following sections discuuss the MAXX-DOAS obbservational setup and spectral retrrieval 
methodology develooped withinn this projoject. We wwill also discuss varrious theoretical 
consideraations on thhe performannce of the rretrievals too provide a better undeerstanding onn the 
capabilityy of our metthod to derivve vertical traace gas proffiles. The rettrieved aerossol extinctionn and 
trace gass concentratiion profiles wwill be preseented and diiscussed. Onne aspect of our work, wwhich 
was not included in the original proposal, bbut has proven to be interesting andd potentiallyy very 
useful foor the ARB,, is the use of the HCHHO/NO2  DSSCD ratio tto investigatte the VOCC/NOx 

sensitivitty of ozone formation inn the Los AAngeles Basiin. We will discuss the results fromm this 
exercise at the end off this sectionn. 

3.1. Expperimental ssetup 

The UUCLA MAXX-DOAS waas installed on Mt. Wiilson, Califoornia in Aprril of 2010. It is 
housed aat the Califorrnia Laboratoory for Atmoospheric Remmote Sensinng (CLARS), a facility ruun by 
the NASAA Jet Propuulsion Laboraatory.  CLARRS is at an aaltitude of 1673 meters above sea leevel ( 
34° 13’ 228’’ N, 118°° 3’ 25’’ W)), in the Sann Gabriel Moountains. CLLARS is aboove the bounndary 
layer most of the timme, and as it ooverlooks thhe Los Angelles basin, it ppresents an eexcellent vanntage 
point of tthe lowest seeveral kilommeters of the atmosphere (Figure 3.1)). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figuure 3.1: Viewwing strategyy of the MAXX-DOAS insstrument froom Mt. Wilsoon 

3.2. Insstrument description 

The MMAX-DOASS consist of aa telescope uunit, which inncludes a heemispheric sccanner consiisting 
of two eelliptical flatt mirrors at 45° and steepper motorss. This setupp allows forr observatioons in 
nearly alll direction iin its upper hemispheree. The telesccope/scannerr unit has a field of vieew of 
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~0.4°C. Light collected by the scanner is focused onto a 1 mm diameter, 5m long, quartz fiber, 
which is connected to a Czerny-Turning type grating spectrometer (Acton Spectra Pro 300i, 
600g/mm grating, 200 µm width entrance slit) coupled to a Hamamatsu 1024 pixel photodiode 
array (Hoffman Messtechnik with Hamamatsu S3094 PDA).  The system has a spectral 
resolution of 0.92 nm and is thermally stabilized at 35°C, while the photodiode array is cooled to 
-20°C. The system alternates between observation in spectral window centered in the UV at 385 
nm (320-450 nm), and a window centered in the visible at 530 nm (465-595 nm). A more in-
depth description of the UCLA MAX-DOAS can be found in Pikelnaya et al. (2007). 

The MAX-DOAS’ hemispheric scanner was operated to look in a combination of five 
azimuth angles (147.36°, 160°, 172.45°, 182.0°, and 240°) and eight elevation angles (+6°, +3°, 
0°, -2°, -4°, -6°, -8°, and -10°), thus scanning from east to west into the boundary layer (negative 
elevation angles) and horizontally/upwards into the free troposphere (positive elevation angles) 
(Figure 3.1). 

The instrument cycles through all angle combination in sequence during the day.  A zenith 
scan is taken after each azimuth scan to provide a measurement of the stratospheric component 
of NO2 as well as to allow for a better removal of solar Fraunhofer lines in the spectral retrievals. 
Spatial scans are performed consecutively in the UV and the visible wavelength range. 
Observation from each viewing angle takes approximately one minute, and the full 
azimuth/elevation cycle for both the UV and visible light regions, including zenith scans, takes 
60-80 minutes. At night, Hg emission lines, dark-current, and electronic offset spectra are 
recorded.  

3.3. Spectral retrievals 

The MAX-DOAS measurements are based on the observations of weak trace gas absorptions 
in solar radiation collected at the various viewing directions. This retrieval requires sophisticated 
numerical methods that involve a solar reference that describes the spectral characteristics of the 
light source, i.e. the sun, the pure trace gas absorptions, and the description of scattering effects 
in the atmosphere. All of these parameters vary with wavelength. Consequently a wide range of 
wavelength intervals can be used to retrieve trace gas information. NO2 was retrieved in four 
wavelength intervals, from 323.4-350 nm, 419.5-447 nm, 464-506.9 nm, and 519.8-587.7 nm. 
HCHO was fit simultaneously alongside NO2 in the 323.4-350 nm region. O4was observed in 
three intervals, from 350-390 nm, 464-506.9 nm, and 519.8-587.7 nm.  

The retrieval was performed using a combination of a linear and nonlinear least-squares fit 
(Stutz et al, 1996, Platt and Stutz, 2008). The fit includes a Fraunhofer reference spectrum 
measured in the zenith, a simulated Ring (Raman scattering) spectrum (Vountas et al., 1998), and 
reference absorption spectra for the major trace gas species in these regions.  Each of the trace 
gas reference spectra was convoluted using the instrument function from a Hg line to simulate 
the degradation of the spectral resolution by the spectrometer. The I0 effect from the solar 
spectrum was considered in this convolution process (Aliwell et al., 2002).  O3 and NO2 

references were taken from Voigt et al. (2001) and Vandaele et al. (1998), respectively. For 
HCHO, we used the cross section of Cantrell et al (1990) and the O4 reference spectrum was 
provided by Hermans et al. (1999). The measurement spectra were allowed to spectrally stretch 
and squeeze in wavelength to correct for small spectral drift of the spectrometer. A fifth order 
polynomial was included in the fit to describe Raleigh and Mie scattering. The retrieval was 
performed with the DOASIS software package (Univ. Heidelberg).  
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The uuncertainty oof these retrrievals is assessed in vaarious ways. The set-upp of the retrrieval 
algorithmm is checked by visuallly comparinng trace gass referencess with the rretrieved speectra. 
Figure 3..2 shows an example of this approacch for O4, NOO2, and HCHHO. The liteerature absorrption 
spectrumm (red line) agrees well with the retrieved specctrum (blue line). Thus all gases caan be 
clearly iddentified. Figure 3.2 alsso shows thaat the agreemment is not perfect. In oour case, moost of 
the disaggreement stemms from unaavoidable phhoton noise in the spectrra. This disaagreement iss then 
the basiss of the erroor calculationn performedd by the leaast squares ffitting proceess (see Plattt and 
Stutz, (20008) for detaails). The finnal data is thhus reportedd with a statistical uncerttainty determmined 
for each data point tthat is calcuulated based on the noisse in the resspective specctrum. This error 
varies wiith atmospheeric conditioons as well aas the solar zzenith anglee as the noisse depends oon the 
amount oof light colleected. Tablee 3.1 gives aan overview of the varioous spectral intervals annd the 
fitted traace gases. AAlso listed is the detectioon limit of tthe DSCD wwhich was ddetermined to be 
twice thee average errror of the sppectral retrieevals over a several monnth period. SSince our meethod 
does not calibrate thee instrumentt, the accuraccy of the meeasurements is dominateed by the repported 
uncertainnties of the lliterature abssorption cross sections iincluded in the spectral retrievals. TThese 
uncertainnties are in the range oof 5-10% ddepending oon the trace gas. Theree is also a  small 
instrumenntal uncertaiinty of 2% wwhich is minor comparedd to the crosss-section uncertainties. 

Finally, it should be noted thaat the analyssis of NO2 inn four differrent wavelenngth intervalls has 
not been previously rreported andd that our ressults are uniqque in this reespect. 
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Table 3.1: Wavelength Ranges and Spectral References used for the spectral retrievals of O4, 
HCHO, and NO2. Note that a zenith solar reference, ring spectra and a polynomial of degree 5 
are also included in the fit. 

Species Scan Wavelength Fitted Spectral Detection Limit 
Interval (nm) References 

O4 UV 350-390 NO2, O4, HCHO, HONO 7*1041 molec2/cm5 

O4 Vis 464-506.9 NO2, glyoxal, O4, H2O 8*1041 molec2/cm5 

O4 Vis 519.8 - 587.7 NO2, O4, O3, H2O 5*1041 molec2/cm5 

HCHO UV 323.4-350 HCHO, O4, O3, HONO 5*1015 molec/cm2 

NO2 UV 323.4-350 HCHO, O4, O3, HONO 3*1015 molec/cm2 

NO2 UV 419.5-427.9 & NO2, glyoxal, O4, H2O 1*1015 molec/cm2 

432.4-447 
NO2 Vis 464-506.9 NO2, glyoxal, O4, H2O 1*1015 molec/cm2 

NO2 Vis 519.8 - 587.7 NO2, O4, O3, H2O 2*1015 molec/cm2 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the retrieved DSCDs for one day during May 31st 2010. It 
should be noted that the DSCD error bars are too small to be visible in this graph. The data 
shows the clear separation with elevation angle and azimuth for all trace gases.  
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Figure 3.3: Example of O4, NO2, and HCHO DSCDs for one day, May 31st, 2010, during 
CalNex. 

We also attempted a retrieval of of SO2 and glyoxal, as stated in our original proposal. However SO2 

DSCDs were typically below our detection limit, which makes a retrieval of vertical profiles impossible. 
The low SO2 DSCDs confirm our observations made with our active (using a lamp) Longpath-DOAS 
system, which found that SO2 mixing ratios rarely exceeded 0.5 ppb. It should be noted that the LP-
DOAS is more sensitive that the MAX-DOAS, as the atmospheric absorption pathlength of scattered solar 
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radiation in the UV region in which SO2 absorbs is much shorter and because of spectra interferences 
with the stratospheric ozone absorptoin. 

We developed the spectral retrieval method for glyoxal, but found that its results were not reliable. 
This is likely caused by inaccuracies in the description of NO2 and water absorptions, which are strong in 
the region in which glyoxal absorbs. We are still working on optimizing this retrieval, but gave it lower 
priority compared to the analysis of NO2 and HCHO. We expect glyoxal mixing ratios to be rather low, 
which make vertical profile retrievals considerably more difficult due to the larger measurement errors. 
Because the vertical profile retrieval for SO2 and glyoxal would likely not be succesfull we decided not to 
pursue this further in the project. 

3.4. Cloud Filtering 

As with most scattered-sunlight remote sensing applications, clouds represent a challenge as 
they are highly variable and strongly impact the observations and the radiative transfer in the 
atmosphere. Considering the large data-set we have collected over the past years, we have 
developed an automated cloud filtering algorithm to identify and sort out measurements 
impacted by clouds. This algorithm was applied to the data to ensure that measurements 
considered in the trace gas concentration retrievals are not contaminated by the presence of 
clouds. In this section we will briefly describe the principles of this algorithm. 

The presence of clouds is reflected both in the O4 DSCDs and in the light intensity (photon 
count) detected by the MAX-DOAS. A unique problem for our Mt. Wilson application, for 
example compared to ground or satellite remote sensing observations, is the presence of clouds 
above and below Mt. Wilson. In short, the algorithm is based on the fact that clouds below Mt. 
Wilson are more reflective than the surface thus increasing the observed intensity, while at the 
same time blocking the view into the basin, decreasing the effective absorption light path and 
thus the O4 DSCDs. Clouds above Mt. Wilson attenuate solar radiation thus decreasing the 
intensity, while most often leaving the O4 column unchanged or increasing it slightly. It should 
be noted that, because our spectra analysis is relative to a temporally close zenith reference 
spectrum, the effect of high clouds is often reduced.  

To provide a calibration for clear skies we installed a camera at Mt. Wilson in May 2011 to 
collect images of the MAX-DOAS field of view.  The images, obtained over several months, 
were classified into three categories: “clear days” with very few to no clouds, “low cloud days” 
with partial or full cloudiness at or below 1.7 km, and “high clouds” with partial or full cloud 
coverage above Mt. Wilson. We then determined a clear day reference behavior for O4 DSCDs 
and intensity as a function of solar zenith angle for each viewing direction by fitting a second-
order polynomials to the clear sky data. A comparison of O4 DSCDs and intensity under cloudy 
conditions show distinct deviations from this polynomial (Figure 3.4). The clear-sky reference 
polynomials are generally consistent for each elevation angle for all seasons and can thus be 
applied on our entire data set. 

The statistical distribution of the clear sky days relative to the reference polynomial was 
Gaussian and was dominated by random errors. Cloudy days had a long “tail” in the statistical 
distribution relative to the reference polynomial. Consequently, the standard deviations from the 
polynomial fit of clear-sky intensity and O4 DSCDs was used as suitable cut-off values for 
cloudy observations. Figure 3.5 shows a sketch of the cloud sorting algorithm as it was 
implemented for our data set. Figure 3.6 show the results for the cloud sorting in July 2011. 
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Figure 3.4. Example of cloud classification of MAX-DOAS O4 DSCDs (left two plots) and 
intensity observations (right two plots) and fitted polynomial for one viewing elevation angle. 
The 2nd order fit to clear sky days is the same in each plot, so that the deviation of high clouds 
and especially low clouds is clear.   
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3.5. Development of radiative transfer modeling tools 

Originally to interpret our MAX-DOAS observations, we intended to perform a direct 
comparison of the trace gas DSCDs with forward radiative transfer model calculations using the 
output of the WRF-CHEM model. We thus initially developed offline RT calculations, using a 
Monte Carlo model (McArtim, Univ. Heidelberg, Deutschmann et al., 2011), which was linked 
to WRF-CHEM. However, due to the delay in the development of the WRF-CHEM adjoint we 
decided to pursue a different approach to interpret the MAX-DOAS observations, namely using 
inverse modeling combined with the observations to derive vertical profiles of aerosol extinction 
and trace gases. We will thus not further discuss the WRF-CHEM based RT modeling efforts. 

The challenge with interpreting MAX-DOAS observations is the initially unknown absorption 
light-path in the atmosphere. While in some cases geometric light paths can be assumed, this is 
often not the case, especially in a polluted atmosphere such as that in Los Angeles. In addition to 
the well-known Rayleigh scattering effects, the presence of aerosol can impact the length of path 
reflected or scattered sunlight travels. It is thus necessary to perform additional calculations to 
convert the observed trace gas DSCDs into concentrations. Luckily information on the path the 
light takes through the atmosphere, often referred to as radiative transport, can be gained from 
the observation of the oxygen dimer, O4, which has a temporally constant concentration profile 
(proportional to the square of the oxygen concentration). Thus measured O4 DSCDs contain 
information about the various radiative transfer effects (Platt and Stutz, 2008).    

As mentioned above, the conversion of the MAX-DOAS DSCDs into trace gas concentration 
profiles requires radiative transfer calculations and inversions using optimal estimation 
techniques (Hönninger et al, 2004). Trace gas absorptions in the UV (above 320nm) and visible 
wavelength ranges are weak and in a first approximation radiative transfer is independent from 
the absorption of these trace gases. Consequently the retrieval can be subdivided into two steps 
(Platt and Stutz, 2008). First the radiative transfer, and in particular the influence of aerosol 
scattering, is determined using O4 DSCDs. Besides a description of the radiative transfer, this set 
also yields vertical profiles of aerosol extinction. This first step is computationally and 
mathematically more demanding as the underlying problem is non-linear. It thus requires 
iterative numerical methods that make multiple calls to the radiative transfer code, making this 
computationally expensive. Once the radiative transfer has been determined one can derive the 
trace gas vertical concentration profile in a second step. This step can use a linear retrieval and is 
thus less complicated. 

As part of this project, we developed the tools to perform these inversion methods to fully 
take advantage of the MAX-DOAS observations. The radiative transfer model as well as the 
inversion approach will be described in the following section. We also spent a considerable 
amount of effort to performing theoretical calculations to provide a better understanding on how 
much information on the vertical distribution of aerosol and trace gases can be derived. The 
results of these activities will be discussed in Section 3.8 

3.5.1. Radiative Transfer Model: VLIDORT 

Due to the intensive calculations that are required to retrieve continuous aerosol extinction 
and trace gas profiles for the long-term MAX-DOAS measurements, a fast radiative transfer 
model (RTM) was needed. We thus implemented and modified a version of VLIDORT, which is 
derived from the well-known first version of the Linearized Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer 
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(LIDORT) scalar code (Spurr et al., 2001; Spurr 2006). VLIDORT, which was developed for the 
computation of the Stokes vector components in a multi scattering multilayer medium, is a fully 
linearized RTM. It is capable of calculating the full radiance field simultaneously, including all 
of the analytic weighting functions with respect to atmospheric and surface properties (Spurr, 
2006). The linearization makes VLIDORT very computationally efficient, while maintaining its 
accuracy. VLIDORT was validated by being compared to other RTMs prior to its 
implementation in this project. VLIDORT uses a user-defined environment, where geophysical 
atmospheric inputs such as vertical profiles (thermal, trace gases and aerosol), optical parameters 
(single scattering albedo, asymmetry function, optical thickness, phase function moments) and 
spectral properties (cross sections, wavelengths), are supplied by the user (Table 3.2). It then 
generates a set of intensities and weighting functions that allow for iterations in a multi-
parameter atmospheric retrieval with a single call of the model per step (Table 3.2). VLIDORT 
use a “pseudo-spherical” approximation of the radiative transfer equation to simulate the earth’s 
curvature, which is essential for our observations close to the limb, i.e. elevation angles close to 
zero. Further information on VLIDORT can be found in Spurr [2006]. 

Table 3.2: Input and output parameters for VLIDORT 

VLIDORT model inputs VLIDORT model outputs 

 Pressure and Temperature profile 
 O3 and NO2 profile 
 Solar geometry (Solar zenith and 

relative azimuth angle) 
 Altitude of detector 
 Viewing elevation angle 
 Aerosol optical depth profile 
 Surface albedo 
 Aerosol Single-Scattering Albedo 

(SSA) 
 Aerosol asymmetry factor 
 Absorption cross-sections (for O3, 

NO2, and O4) 

 Simulated Radiances, with and without 
absorbers and aerosols 

 Intensity derivative with respect to 

aerosol optical depth 
 

 

 Intensity derivatives with respect to 
trace gas absorptions (for O3, NO2, and 
O4) 

Calculated outside of VLIDORT: 
 Simulated slant-column densities from 

POV of detector 
 Jacobian matrices of O4 SCDs with 

respect to aerosol optical depth 

 and relative radiances 
 

3.6. Aerosol extinction profiles retrievals 

Typically the retrieval of aerosol extinction profiles from ground-based or satellite 
observations uses measured radiances. We initially performed tests with that approach and found 
that the radiance based retrieval worked for theoretical cases. However, the application for real 
radiance observations from Mt. Wilson was not as reliable, and was also more sensitive to the 
effects of clouds in boundary layer measurements. We thus chose to use O4 DSCD as the 
measurement vector, , in our aerosol retrieval (Wagner et al., 2004, Friess et al., 2006). Besides 
a better reliability, this approach has other advantages. Due to the O4 vertical profile, which 
shows highest levels near the surface, the retrieval is more sensitive to the boundary layer, 
especially at low elevation angles. The retrieval is also less influenced by the effects of clouds 
that escaped the filtering process. 
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The theory of optimal estimation inversion techniques, which we adopted as the mathematical 
method to derive aerosol profiles, is based on the approximation of the physics of the 
measurement process by a forward model F. This model relates the measurement vector , i.e. 
O4 DSCDs at various elevation angles, to the state vector , i.e. the vertical profile of the aerosol 
extinction coefficients: 

,  (3.1) 

Here b is the vector of parameters not optimized in the retrieval, such as albedo, aerosol 
optical properties, etc. ɛ is the error term encompassing both instrumental and model errors 
(Rodgers, 2000). 

Optimal estimation is based on the retrieval of  through minimization of the cost 
function , which compares modeled measurement from the real measurement considering 
errors and previous (a priori) knowledge of : 

  ɛ      	   (3.2)

 is the a priori assumption of the state vector (Rodgers, 2000). ɛ and  are the 
measurement and a priori covariance matrices, respectively, which represent the uncertainty of  
and how well  is known. 

Since the effects of aerosols on atmospheric radiative transfer are inherently nonlinear, we 
have implemented a non-linear, numerical, iterative approach to solve the optimal estimation 
problem that is based on VLIDORT and the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm. The 
Levenberg-Marquardt method is a well-established fast optimization method with a fairly 
reliable convergence (Levenberg 1944, Marquardt, 1963). VLIDORT is called in each 
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization step, calculating a new state vector  , and the Jacobian, i.e. 
the multiparameter gradient, K, which in this case is the partial derivative of each measured O4 

DSCD with respect to aerosol optical depth per altitude:  

   (3.3)
 

Each new state vector in the iteration is then calculated based on the following equation: 

   1       (3.4) 

Here  is the parameter controlling the convergence of the Levenberg-Marquardt method. If at 
each step i there is a reduction in the cost function (i.e. the difference between the modeled 
DSCD and the measured DSCD is reduced), the retrieved state is accepted as the current step, 
and the iteration is repeated. If the cost function of the retrieved state is greater, the retrieval is 
rejected, and  is increased, widening the search area over which a solution can be found. 
Convergence is reached when one of several possible conditions is reached.  First, if the state 
vector  shows a change of less than 10% in between an iterative step, it is considered to have 
converged into a final solution, as little improvement has been found to continue the iteration.  In 
addition, if after a number of iterations there is no improvement, or if  reaches too high of a 
level, the retrieval is halted and is assumed to have not reached a convergence.  
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We peerformed extensive testss of the perfoformance of this retrievaal method, using a numbber of 
theoretical profiles for our Mt. Wilson caase. These tests were also used tto determinee the 
informatiion content of the verttical aerosoll profile rettrievals one can expectt for the vaarious 
environmmental condittions in Los Angeles. 
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Figuure 3.7: Scheematics of thhe aerosol rettrievals fromm the MAX-DDOAS O4 DDSCDs. 

3.7. Traace gas profiile retrievalss 

Once the radiative transfer haas been consstrained andd the aerosoll extinction profile retrieved, 
the radiative transferr model can be run one mmore time, cconfigured too simulate aa trace gas DDSCD 
and Jacoobian matrixx in order  too determine the trace gaas concentraation profiles. Since thiss is a 
linear prroblem, the results can be directly calculated using the foollowing eqquation (Roddgers, 
2000): 

 ɛ 	  	 
ɛɛ  	  (3.5) 

For thhe trace gas retrieval, thhe Jacobian  is the parrtial derivatiive of the obbserved tracce gas 
DSCD att each elevattion angle inn a scanningg sequence, wwith respectt to the vertical concentrration 
profile. 
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For the trace gas profiles, as well as for the aerosol extinction profiles, errors of the retrievals 
are also determined based on optimal estimation theory. It should be noted that these errors 
combine both the uncertainty of the measurements as well the uncertainty in the a priori profiles. 

3.8. Information Content Analysis of Theoretical Retrievals 

To better understand how much information can be retrieved from our observations we 
performed an information content analysis based on optimal estimation theory (Rodgers 2000). 
This allows the quantification of the number of pieces of information in a vertical profile that can 
be retrieved. In addition this analysis describes the sensitivity of our observations to different the 
altitudes in the atmosphere. 

We calculate the gain matrix, , which describes the sensitivity of the retrieval  to the 
observations : 

 
  where     (3.6)
 

Based on G we determine the averaging kernel . The averaging kernel quantifies the impact 
of each state vector element on the retrieval, i.e. in our case the sensitivity of the retrieval to each 
height: 

   
 

 
(3.7)

   

The averaging kernels provide information about the vertical sensitivity of a given height 
interval to every altitude layer in the true atmosphere (see color-coded in the figures in this 
section.) The averaging kernel elements ideally range from 0 to 1. Elements close to 1 indicate 
that the state vector at a given height interval is highly sensitive to the atmospheric state at this 
height. Elements close to 0 suggest that no information originates from this height interval. 
Averaging kernels elements outside of the 0 – 1 range are possible, and indicate that a given 
height level is either anti-correlated to or over-sensitive to a specific altitude. Typically the 
averaging kernel for each height interval is sensitive to a wide range of altitudes, with the highest 
sensitivity corresponding to the peak of the averaging kernel. The quality of the retrieval is thus 
closely related to the shape of the averaging kernels. For example, at altitudes in which all of the 
averaging kernels are close to zero, no information can be retrieved from the measurements and 
the profile is determined by the a-priori profile. This can be the case in atmospheres with high 
aerosol extinctions close to the surface, such as in our case. 

A more simple measure of the information that can be obtained by an optimal estimation 
retrieval are the degrees of freedom (DoF). The DoF is the trace (or sum of the diagonals) of the 
averaging kernel matrix. It is often defined as the number of independent pieces of information 
that can be obtained by the retrieval, and informally acts as a scalar measure of the overall 
amount of information obtainable.  Practically it is desirable to maximize the amount of 
information, which can be indicated by having higher degrees of freedom. As a simplification 
one can interpret the DoF as the number of height intervals that can be realistically be retrieved, 
although the optimal estimation method allow for higher vertical resolutions than is implied by 
the DoF. 
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Examples of a theeoretical retrrieval of aeroosol extinctiion and NO22 are shown in Figure 3.8 and 8 
Figure 3..9, respectively. In both cases we asssumed meassurement errrors of 1%, cclose to thosse we 
derive froom our Mt. WWilson obseervations. 

In botth figures thhe left panel shows the ttrue, a priorri, and retrieeved profilee. In additionn, the 
uncertainnties of the rretrievals aree shown as eerror bars. Pllease note thhat the error includes botth the 
measuremment error as well as thee uncertaintyy of the a-priiori profile, which was sset to 50% inn this 
case. Thee right panell shows the aaveraging keernel of the rretrieval, illuustrating the sensitivity oof the 
retrieval to various altitudes. Thhe right pannel also listss the DoF wwhich is 4.11 for the aeerosol 
extinctionn profile annd 4.5 for thhe NO2 profiile. This DooF means thaat the more than 4 piecces of 
unique innformation hhave been rettrieved in booth cases. 
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Figuure 3.8: Exammple of theoretical aerossol retrieval oof a typical LLos Angeless aerosol proofile 
and a measuremm 1%. The retrrieval algoritthm has a nuumber of deggrees of freeedoment error of 
of 4..3, and is thuus able to rettrieve the proofile with foour pieces off independennt informatioon. 
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Figuure 3.9: Theooretical retrieeval of NO2 vertical coluumn densitiees from Mt. WWilson, usinng 
the aaerosol extinnction profilees used in thhe examples of theoreticaal aerosol rettrievals (Figgure 
3.8).. With an asssumed low eerror of the NNO2 DSCD’ss of 1% up too 4.9 pieces of independdent 
inforrmation can be retrievedd. 

3.8.1. AAerosol 

To invvestigate how the retrievved informaation contentt varies withh conditions in the LA BBasin 
we perfoormed a nummber of theooretical calcuulations to ccover all of tthe possiblee cases we wwould 
encounteer during ourr 4 year meaasurement period. It shoould be noted that this eexercise is crrucial 
as the reetrieval will always findd an aerosol or trace gass profile, buut it is not aalways clearr how 
much infformation orriginates fromm the measuurements. Thhe two most important pparameters foor the 
aerosol reetrievals we considered are boundarry layer heighht and the aeerosol extincction contentt. We 
had brieffly explored other opticaal aerosol prroperties, butut found that those had leess influence and 
also did not vary as much as exxtinction in LLos Angeless. It should also be noted that bounndary 
layer heiight and bouundary layerr aerosol exxtinction are not fully inndependent from each oother, 
although we treatedd them as inndependent here, as thee highest exxtinction coeefficients caan be 
expectedd primarily wwhen the bouundary layerr is at its lowwest height.. This is welll known forr Los 
Angeles, where polluution levels are strongly linked to loow inversionn layer heighhts. We repoort the 
results off these calcuulations withh respect to the DoF thaat can be reetrieved for aa vertical aeerosol 
extinctionn profile in TTable 3.3 
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Table 3.3: Theoretical DOFs for an aerosol extinction retrieval with a 1% measurement 
error and a 20% a-priori error. 

Aerosol Extinction Coefficient (km-1) 

0.05 0.1 0.25 0.5 1.0 

Boundary 
Layer 
Height 
(km) 

0.1 3.66 3.63 3.56 

3.65 3.61 3.49 

3.63 3.56 3.35 

3.59 3.48 2.97 

3.57 3.43 2.81 

3.41 

3.15 

2.77 

2.82 

2.42 

2.93 

2.64 

2.09 

2.16 

1.62 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

As the DoF of the retrievals depend on the measurement and a priori error we also performed 
a sensitivity calculation for these two parameters (Table 3.4). As expected the DoF decreases as 
the measurement error increases. On the other hand, the DoF increases as the a priori error 
increases as more information will be added through the retrieval.  

Table 3.4: Dependence of the theoretical DOFs of aerosol extinction retrievals on 
measurement and a priori error. These results were derived for a 1 km high boundary 
layer with an aerosol extinction of 0.1 km-1. 

Measurement error 

0.2% 0.5% 1% 2% 5% 

A priori 
error 

10% 3.94 3.12 

4.49 3.94 

4.89 4.34 

5.23 4.77 

5.73 5.23 

2.37 

3.42 

3.94 

4.35 

4.89 

1.50 

2.65 

3.42 

3.94 

4.49 

0.65 

1.50 

2.37 

3.20 

3.94 

20% 

50% 

100% 

500% 

3.8.2. NO2 

We performed similar test for the NO2 retrievals. As NO2 retrievals are also impacted by the 
aerosol extinction profile, we also considered this parameter. The first test was performed using a 
boundary layer height of 1km (Table 3.5). As with the aerosol retrievals the DoF depends 
strongly on the a priori and measurement error. For our current measurements the error is about 
1%. Typically we use an a-priori error of 50% for our retrievals, allowing us to retrieve a 
maximum of 5 degrees of freedom in an ideal case for this viewing geometry.  
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Table 3.5: Theoretical DOFs from NO2 concentration retrievals by measurement and a 
priori profile error for a boundary layer aerosol extinction of 0.1 km-1 and a boundary 
layer height of 1 km 

Measurement Error 

0.2% 0.5% 1% 2% 5% 

A priori 
error 

10% 4.95 

5.59 

6.23 

6.69 

6.98 

4.07 3.31 2.36 

4.73 4.07 3.31 

5.59 4.95 4.28 

6.12 5.59 4.95 

6.90 6.69 6.28 

1.16 

2.05 

3.31 

4.07 

5.59 

20% 

50% 

100% 

500% 

We then used these results to determine the influence of boundary layer height, which is 
reflected in both the aerosol and NO2 profile, and in the boundary layer NO2 mixing ratios (Table 
3.6). The impact of BLH and NO2 is weak, with theoretical DoFs in the range of 4.6 – 5.3. 

Table 3.6: Theoretical DOFs from NO2 concentration retrieval by shape of a priori estimate 
of vertical concentration profile with a boundary layer aerosol extinction of 0.1 km-1 

NO2 boundary layer concentration (ppb) 

5 10 30 50 100 

Boundary 
Layer 
Height 
(km) 

0.1 4.62 

4.62 

4.65 

4.67 

4.73 

4.75 4.94 4.98 

4.77 4.95 5.01 

4.81 5.01 5.10 

4.86 5.07 5.17 

4.96 5.20 5.31 

5.01 

5.04 

5.12 

5.18 

5.27 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

Calculations were also performed to study the impact of the aerosol extinction, and thus 
atmospheric radiative transfer, on the information content of NO2. For boundary layer NO2 

mixing ratios below 50 slightly higher DoF was found for larger aerosol extinction. While this 
increase was small, and will not be further discussed here, it generally leads to lower information 
content near the surface and higher information content at the top and above the boundary layer. 

3.8.3. HCHO 

Vertical profile retrievals of HCHO are strongly impacted by the higher measurement error of 
the HCHO DOAS retrieval. Because HCHO also absorbs at somewhat shorter wavelength we 
repeated the test performed for NO2 also for HCHO (Table 3.7 and 3.8). As for NO2 the results 
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depend strongly on the a-priori error. For our typical HCO measurements the error of ~5%and 
an a-priori error of 50% we are able to retrieve 2.75 - 3 degrees of freedom in an ideal case. This 
means that we should be able to at least derive boundary layer averaged HCHO mixing ratios 
and HCHO mixing ratios above the boundary layer. 

Table 3.7: Theoretical DOFs from HCHO concentration retrievals by measurement and a 
priori profile error for a boundary layer aerosol extinction of 0.1 km-1 and a boundary layer 
height of 1 km. HCHO measurement errors of 5 % are not uncommon 

Measurement Error 

0.5% 1% 2% 5% 10% 

A priori 
error 

10% 3.87 3.20 

4.43 3.87 

5.31 4.63 

5.79 5.31 

6.50 6.16 

2.32 

3.20 

4.04 

4.63 

5.89 

1.17 

2.03 

3.20 

3.87 

5.31 

0.50 

1.17 

2.32 

3.20 

4.63 

20% 

50% 

100% 

500% 

Table 3.8: Theoretical DOFs from HCHO concentration retrieval by shape of a priori 
estimate of vertical concentration profile with a boundary layer aerosol extinction of 0.1 
km-1 . The calculations presented here were performed with a 5% measurement error and a 
a-priori error of 50%. 

HCHO boundary layer concentration (ppb) 

5 10 30 50 100 

Boundary 
Layer 
Height 
(km) 

0.1 2.75 2.89 3.20 3.43 3.37 

2.76 2.89 3.20 3.43 3.38 

2.76 2.90 3.22 3.44 3.39 

2.77 2.92 3.24 3.46 3.40 

2.79 2.95 3.28 3.49 3.43 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 
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3.9. Atmospheric Retrievals 

After performing the theoretical information content calculations, we proceeded to analyze 
our observations from Mt. Wilson.  

3.9.1. Aerosol 

The non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt iteration (Section 3.6) was used in our aerosol 
retrievals. As in the theoretical case, our measurement vector consists of the measured O4 

DSCDs from a single elevation “scan”, all taken within 15 minutes of one another. Since the 
aerosol extinction in the Los Angeles basin is highly variable, selection of an a priori profile is 
challenging. If the a priori profile deviates greatly from the real profile, the retrieval may not 
converge and thus produce unrealistic profiles. To overcome that challenge, we have adopted a 
look-up table approach for the a priori to aid the retrieval as a first step. A combination of 
vertical profiles of varying aerosol extinctions and boundary layer heights was created at all 
possible solar geometries. VLIDORT was then run in a forward mode for every combination of 
those profiles to create a lookup table of O4 DSCDs. The best a priori aerosol extinction profile 
was then selected by minimizing the difference between the look-up table and measured O4 

DSCDs. The table was calculated so that the differences between the loop-up table profiles is 
less than 50%, thus a 50% a-priori error was applied in all retrievals. Once the a priori profile is 
chosen, an aerosol extinction profile is retrieved. It should be noted that this is an iterative 
calculation and requires multiple calls to VLIDORT. It is thus the most computationally 
demanding step of the retrieval. However, we have made great progress in speeding up the 
retrieval in the past year and are now able to process a year’s worth of observations in about 10 
days on one computer.  

Figure 3.10 shows an example of an aerosol retrieval on July 2nd
, 2011. In this case, the initial 

guess of the a priori is quite good. Nevertheless, the retrieval adds about 5 pieces of independent 
information to the profile. The right panel in Figure 3.10 shows the averaging kernel of the 
retrieval. In the case of a boundary layer aerosol extinction of 0.2, the sensitivity at the ground is 
low and the highest sensitivity is at an altitude of 1-2 km. Figure 3.11 shows another example of 
an aerosol retrieval a few days earlier, on May 31st, 2011. This is during a sunny, polluted day in 
the Los Angeles basin. Here the information content is limited to 3.6 pieces of information. 
Although the amount of information that can be retrieved decreases close to the ground, as is 
indicated by the averaging kernel, we can still obtain information down to roughly 400-500 
meters above the surface. The uncertainty of the retrieved aerosol extinction profile is to a large 
extent determined by the 50% uncertainty attributed to the a priori profiles. 

3.9.2. NO2 

The second step in our retrievals approach is the calculation of the NO2 concentration profiles 
using the previously derived aerosol extinction profile using the method (Section 3.6). Since 
retrievals are based on a linear optimization algorithm, and the information content is greater for 
the trace gas retrievals, a look-up table was not used. 

Figure 3.12 shows the result of the NO2 retrieval for July 2nd, 2011, i.e. the same measurement 
as the extinction profile shown in Figure 3.10. The number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the amount 
of information added by the retrieval, is 3.9. The profile clearly shows the expected profile, with 
elevated NO2, (~ 24 ppb) within a nearly 700 m deep boundary layer. The averaging kernels 
show that the retrieval is sensitive from the surface to about 2 km altitude. Figure 3.13 shows 
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another NNO2 retrievaal, this one much earlieer in the moorning. Heree, the retrievval finds a mmuch 
lower booundary layeer height, as would be eexpected, annd an elevateed NO2 concentration wwithin 
the bounndary layer. This retrieeval also finnds 4.3 piecces of inforrmation. Annother intereesting 
retrieval example is that from June 14, 20010 (Figure 3.14). Durring this dayy the Ceilommeter 
deployedd at Caltech showed a bboundary layyer height of ~500m, cllose to that derived fromm the 
MAX-DOOAS. This is notable, as the a-priiori assumed a higher boundary layer, whichh was 
consequeently correctted by the retrieval. The surface NO22 mixing ratiios are equivvalent to ~322ppb. 
The closest AQMD monitoring station at AAzusa reporteed a very siimilar value of 31ppb aat this 
time. Thiis excellent agreement wwith surface observationns is likely ddue to the hiigh quality oof the 
retrieval,, which is refflected by thhe DoF of 4.66. 

As wiith the aerosool retrieval, the actual innformation ccontent may vary dependding on a nuumber 
of factors. Such facttors include the atmosphheric condittions or the error characcterization oof the 
retrievalss, but in our current setuup, we can coonsistently ffind betweenn 3.5-4.2 deggrees of freeedom, 
with moore or less informationn possible ddepending oon exceptionnally good or bad vieewing 
conditionns (Figure 3.15). The reetrievals alsoo indicate thhat the obseervations aree sensitive tto the 
boundaryy layer NOO2 concentraations, whicch is imporrtant for thhe comparisson with suurface 
observatiions in Sectiion 3.10. 

Figuree 3.16 showss the retrieveed profiles for several mmonths in 2011. NO2 conncentrationss vary 
greatly on a day to daay basis. Chhanges in thee boundary laayer height, within the 2200 meter veertical 
resolutionn of VLIDOORT, are alsoo common. WWe applied the retrievall methods deescribed aboove to 
the entiree 2011-20133 period. Hoowever, as thhe entire datta-set is diffificult to display, we willl only 
show onlly part of thee data here. The entire ddata-set will l be availablee to the AQMD in electtronic 
form at thhe end of thee project. 
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Figure 33.10: Exampple of aerosool extinction retrieval onn July 2nd, 20011. The nummber of 
degreess of freedomm in this retrieeval was 4.66. The Averagging Kernelss are color ccoded 
according to the resspective altittude intervalls (legend is in km). 
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Figure 33.11:. Exammple of an aerrosol retrieval on May 31st, 2011. NNote that thiss is in the 
afternooon, on a dayy with more ssunshine. Thhe number oof independeent pieces of informationn 
is 4.2. TThe averaginng kernels arre color codeed accordingg to the respeective altitudde intervals 
(legendd is in km).   

Figure 33.12: NO2 prrofile retrievval for Mt. WWilson observrvation on Juuly 2nd 2011. The surfacee 
NO2 miixing ratios aare equivalennt to ~24 pppb of NO2. Thhe closest AAQMD monittoring station in 
Azusa rreported sommewhat loweer values of 115.4 ppb. Thhe averagingg kernels are color codedd 
according to the resspective altittude intervalls (legend is in km). 
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Figure 3..13: NO2 proofile retrievaal for Mt. Wiilson observaation on Mayy 31st 2011, at roughly 110 
am PST. The surface NO2 mixingg ratios are eequivalent too ~26 ppb off NO2. This aagrees quite well 
with the closest AQMMD monitoriing station inn Pomona, soomewhat doownwind of oour area of 
observatiion, which also measured 26 ppb of NO2. The avveraging kerrnels are coloor coded 
accordingg to the resppective altitude intervals (legend is inn km). 
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Figure 33.14: NO2 prrofile retrievval for Mt. WWilson observrvation on Juune 14th. Thee surface NOO2 mixing 
ratios are equivalennt to ~32ppb. The closestt AQMD moonitoring staation in Azussa reported aa very 
similar value of 31pppb at this tiime. 
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Figuure 3.15: Stattistics of infoformation conntent analyssis for NO2 retrievals in JJune and 
July 2011. In genneral 3-4 pieeces of information can bbe retrieved from Mt. WWilson. 
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Figure 33.16: Daily aaverages of tthe retrievedd NO2 verticcal profiles fofor the summmer of 
2011.   
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3.10. Comparison wiith surface mmeasurementts 

3.10.1. AAerosol 

In thee following ssection, we wwill comparre our retrievvals to obserrvations fromm an AEROONET 
station opperated by UUCLA on the Caltech caampus. The AAERONET station was installed in early 
2010, beffore the start of the CalNNex experimment. While iit has been ooperated at CCaltech sincee that 
time, theere are numeerous gaps inn data fromm when the innstrument wwas at NASAA for calibraation. 
Some peeriods were also impacteed by reducced performaance of the instrument, in particulaar the 
UV. It shhould be nooted that thee AERONETT Station annd the Mt. WWilson MAAX-DOAS do not 
sample thhe same air mass, but tthey are within 10 milees of each otther. One wwould thus exxpect 
some diffferences, wwith the MAAX-DOAS liikely measuuring higherr extinctionss as it is loocated 
further eaast. 

To compare the aerosol extincction retrievval with the aaerosol opticcal thicknesss, AOT, fromm the 
AERONEET station, we integrated the extinnction profille retrieved from the MMAX-DOASS data 
verticallyy. Figure 3.17 and Figuure 3.18 shoow two dayss of this commparison duuring the CaalNex 
period foor which wee were certaiin that the AAERONET station was operating aaccurately annd no 
clouds wwere present. During Junee 2nd (Figuree 3.17) there is very goodd agreementt between thee two 
methods.. The DOASS data is ~15% higher, a differencee that is likeely due to a difference iin the 
location oof the two innstruments.  

The reetrievals for June 3rd
, 20010 were nott as accuratee as the prevvious exampple (Figure 33.18). 

On that dday, several data points did not agreee well with h the AERONNET station. We believee that 
horizontaal inhomogeneities and/oor clouds thaat were not ccorrectly ideentified are thhe likely cauuse of 
that behaavior. We aree able to idenntify these pproblematic rretrievals baased on the 2 of the retriieval, 
but left thhem in the pplot to illustraate the limitations of ourr method.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Optical Depth comparison, June 1st, 2010 
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Figure 33.17: Compaarison of AOOT retrievalss from the AEERONET suun-photometter at 
1stCaltechh and the AOOT retrieved from the MAAX-DOAS OO4 observatiions on June . 
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Optical Depth comparison, June 3rd , 2010 
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Figure 33.18: Compaarison of AOOT retrievalss from the AEERONET suun-photometter at 
Caltechh and the AOOT retrieved from the MAAX-DOAS OO4 observatiions on June 3rd. 

3.10.2. NNO2 

As NOO2 was our main target trace gas, wwe also perfformed compparisons witth surface sttation 
data. It sshould be nnoted that thhese retrievaals inherentlly include thhe aerosol pprofile retrieevals. 
Since ouur focus has been on thee long-term trends and to avoid prroblems withh the diurnaal and 
spatial vaariation of thhe NO2 conccentrations, we performmed this commparison usinng daily averraged 
NO2 conncentration reetrieved at thhe 500 meteer grid box uusing our NNO2 retrievals. The 500 mmeter 
grid box was found tto consistenttly be well reepresentativee of the bounndary layer concentratioons of 
NO2, whhich our rettrievals indiicated were relatively wwell mixed. Part of tthe rationalle for 
choosingg the 500 meeter grid boxx was that ouur sensitivityty studies haave suggesteed that the MMAX-
DOAS iis more sennsitive to NNO2 concenntrations at this altitudde than it iis towards NO2 
concentraations at thee ground. TThe comparrison in 3.199 was condducted over the central three 
azimuth angles (160, 172.45, and 182) foor greater teemporal resoolution.  Wee have foundd that 
these azimuth angless probe similar air masses, and, in ppractice, the MAX-DOAAS measuremments 
have beeen found to bbe almost iddentical. Figuure 3.19 commpares retrieeved data duuring the summmer 
of 2011 daily averagged Pomonaa ground moonitoring staation, slightlly to the easst of the areea we 
were measuring (forr most of thiis period, thhe data for tthe monitoriing station aat Azusa waas not 
availablee). As our reetrievals revvealed bounddary layer NNO2 is typicaally well miixed, which is in 
agreemennt with our understandiing of the pphysics and the meteoroology of thee boundary llayer. 
Thus, thee NO2 valuees at the 5000 meter gridd box are siimilar to thee values obsserved beloww and 
slightly aabove 500 mmeters. Thee reported ddaily averagee NO2 concentration is weighted bby the 
inverse oof final costt function of the NO2 rretrieval, thuus giving mmore weight to the betteer the 
retrievalss throughoutt one day. As one wouuld expect, lower cost functions (ii.e. the betteer the 
agreemennt between tthe modeled and observeed NO2 DSCCDs) are inddicative of a better agreeement 
between our retrievedd concentrattion and the observations from the PPomona statiion. This nott only 
suggests that the cost function caan be used aas a measuree of the quallity of our mmeasurementss, but 
also a vvalue for furrther improvvements in the converggence of ouur retrievalss. In generaal the 
agreemennt between tthe surface sstation and reetrieved conncentration is quite goodd, considerinng the 
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difference in location and the path-averaging of the MAX-DOAS data. Further analysis will be 
required to determine where the differences stem from. 
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the daily averaged NO2 concentrations between our NO2 

concentrations retrieved in the boundary layer, and the NO2 concentrations measured by 
the nearby Pomona ground station. 

3.11. HCHO to NO2 ratios as marker for ozone production efficiency  

Our sensitivity studies, and the real-world retrievals, have shown that the MAX-DOAS 
DSCDs for NO2 and HCHO, i.e. the path integrated trace gas concentrations, are predominately 
due to the trace gas absorptions in the boundary layer, where their concentrations are much larger 
than in the free troposphere. We have also found from our analysis and observations during 
CalNex that both trace gases are fairly well mixed in the boundary layer. Because we are able to 
measure both compounds in the same wavelength interval (323.4-350nm) we can thus directly 
interpret the ratio of the HCHO DSCD and the NO2 DSCD as being representative of the 
boundary layer-averaged HCHO/NO2 concentration ratio. Any radiative transfer effects will be 
minimized in the HCHO/NO2 DSCD ratio. An interesting application resulting from that finding 
is the use of the HCHO to NO2 DSCDs ratio to study ozone chemistry in the Los Angeles basin 
(Duncan et al. 2010; Martin et al, 2004). This approach was originally proposed by Martin et al 
(2004) and further investigated by Duncan et al (2010), who related the HCHO/NO2 ratio to the 
VOC or NOx sensitivity of ozone formation. Based on model calculations for the Los Angeles 
area Duncan et al (2010) used HCHO/NO2 < 1 as an indicator of VOC sensitivity, i.e. reductions 
in VOCs lead to a reduction in ozone, while HCHO/NO2 > 2 were indicative of NOx sensitivity, 
i.e. NOx reductions reduce ozone formation. The HCHO/NO2 range between 1 and 2 is indicative 
of an ozone decrease upon reduction of both VOC and NOx. 

Kleinman et al. (1997) introduced a formalism to determine the sensitivity of ozone formation 
of NOx vs. VOC based on an analysis of ozone formation chemistry. They relate the cross-over 
point between the two different sensitivities to the point where the sum total radical production 
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rate, Q, iis twice the rrate of radiccal removal bby reactions  of the radiccal + NOx, LLN, i.e. LN/QQ=0.5. 
LN/Q thuus distinguisshes low-NOOx conditionns under whhich radicalls are primaarily removeed by 
peroxide formation from high-NOOx conditionn where the rradical reacttions with NNOx dominate, i.e. 
LN/Q smaller than 0.5 is indicativve of a NOxx sensitive syystem, whilee LN/Q > 0.5 is indicativee of a 
VOC sennsitive regimme 

To proovide a betteer estimate oof the limitinng value betwween the twoo sensitivity regimes wee used 
the CalNNex surface measuremeents to deteermine the ccross-over HHCHO/NO2 value baseed on 
surface oobservationss of all relevvant parameeters. It is bbeyond the scope of thhis report to give 
details onn the variouss observations and the uunderlying caalculations. However, FFigure 3.20 sshows 
that LN/QQ, a commonn marker forr VOC vs NOOx sensitivitty (Kleinmann et al., 19977, 2001, 20005), is 
closely reelated to HCCHO/NO2 rattios from thee surface obsservations att Pasadena. 

Kleinmman et al. ((1997) reporrt that Ln/QQ smaller thhan 0.5 is inndicative of a NOx sensitive 
system, wwhile LN/Q > 0.5 is inddicative of aa VOC senssitive regimee. Based on Figure 3.200, the 
LN/Q=0.55 cross-overr value transslates to a HHCHO/NO2 cross-over vvalue for Loos Angeles iin the 
May-Junne time periood of 0.55. IIt should be noted that tthis value is considerablly lower thaan the 
one used by Duncan et al. (2010)). However, our value wwas determined from observations annd not 
from moddel calculatiions and is thhus likely moore accuratee. 
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Figuure 3.20: Plott of HCHO/NNO2 vs. LN//Q for the suurface observvations durinng CalNex. 
(P. SStevens, Univv. Indiana, ppers. communnication, unppublished daata) 

We first applied tthe HCHO/NNO2 ratio appproach to oour observatiions during the CalNex field 
experimeent (Figure 33.21) for -4 and 0 elevvation angle and 182 azzimuth obserrvations. Forr both 
viewing directions, aa clear diffeerence between weekdaays and the weekend (ggray bars) caan be 
seen. Onn weekdays, the HCHO/NNO2 ratio tyypically betwween 0.1 - 00.2 for the -44 elevations and 
somewhaat higher forr the 0 elevaation, thus clearly in a VVOC limited d regime. In ccontrast weeekend 
values arre closer to the thresholdd value for thhe -4 elevattion and ofteen exceed thhe threshold vvalue 
for the 00 elevationn. The obserrvations inddicate a cleaar change inn ozone sennsitivity bettween 
weekdayys and weekeends. This “wweekend efffect” is well known and lleads to highher ozone mmixing 
ratios in tthe Los Anggeles Basin ((Marr et al, 22002; Murphhy et al., 20007). 
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Daily-averaged HCHO/N02 ratios during Caln ex 2010 
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Figure 33.21: Daily aaveraged HCCHO/NO2 raatio measureed from Mt. WWilson durinng the CalNeex 
experimment 

Whilee the CalNex data is quuite interestting, the truue value of our observaations lies inn the 
observatiions of longg-term trendss in the HCHHO/NO2 rattio. We thereefore calculated the moonthly 
averages of the NO2 and HCHO DSCDs as wwell as of thhe HCHO/NNO2 ratio for our observaations 
for the yyears 2011-22013 (Figuree 3.22). Thee first interesting observvation is thee clear differrence 
between weekday annd weekend NO2 and thhe absence of such a ddependence for HCHO. That 
observatiion is furtheer illustratedd in the hourrly averagedd values for 2011 shownn in Figure 3.23. 
This is explained by a change inn NOx emisssions on the weekends, likely due too the lower truck 
traffic. TThe VOC emmissions, for wwhich HCHO is a proxyy, do not seeem to show aa weekend-eeffect. 
Another interesting aaspect of thee NO2 data iss the seeminng decrease oof the weekdday DSCDs from 
2011 to 2013. Whille this data still containns radiative transfer efffects a commparison withh the 
weekendd data (Figuure 3.24) fuurther illustrrates this cchange. At the beginniing of 20111 the 
weekdayy/weekend raatio of NO2 is around 1.8-2.2, while at the endd of 2013 it has decreassed to 
about 1.22-1.6. The reeduction of NNO2 in the LLA basin thuus seems to hhave predomminately occcurred 
during thhe weekdayss. This decrrease of arouund 103% per year is similar to that observeed by 
Russel ett al. [2010]. However, ouur weekend change appeears to be smmaller. One ccan speculatee that 
cleaner trrucks or reduuced truck trraffic could bbe responsibble for this pphenomenon. 

The seeasonal trennd in the HCCHO/NO2 rattio shows cllear maximaa during summmer and miinima 
during thhe winter, wwith highestt values in August/Sepptember. Thee exact expplanation forr this 
seasonal dependencee is still undder investigaation but it is most likkely due to cchanges in VOC 
emissionns and oxidattion rates, ass indicated bby the seasoonal dependeence of the HHCHO DSCCD. It 
should be noted thatt the DSCD values integgrate the tracce gases in tthe vertical, thus eliminnating 
the influence of metteorology, i..e. the seasoonal dependdence of the boundary llayer height. The 
results seeem to indiccate that durring the summmer, the LAA atmosphere is more iin a NOx limmited 
regime thhan during tthe winter. AAs during thhe CalNex ccase the weeekend HCHO/NO2 ratioos are 
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higher than those for the weekdays. Generally, weekends are in a more NOx sensitive regime 
than weekdays. There does not seem to be a statistical significant long-term trend in the 
HCHO/NO2 ratios. A comparison of the weekday-weekend HCHO/NO2 ratio also does not seem 
to indicate a significant change between 2011 and 2013. It thus appears that the ozone sensitivity 
regime is not substantially changing, likely due to a decrease in HCHO (or VOCs) 
accompanying the NO2 decrease. It would be interesting to further follow the HCHO/NO2 ratio 
in Los Angeles to identify how the ozone sensitivity changes in the future. 
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Figure 3.22: Monthly averaged DSCDs of HCHO and NO2 and HCHO/NO2 ratio in the Los 
Angeles Basin observed from Mt. Wilson. A clear seasonal cycle can be observed in the 
HCHO and HCHO/NO2 data, with highest ratios in later Summer to early Fall. The weekend 
effect is most pronounced during the summer periods. Please note that the weekend data is 
based on fewer data points and thus shows more month to month variability. 
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Figure 3.23: Hourly average NO2 and HCHO DSCDs during 2011. Blue lines show 
weekday data, red lines show weekend data. Error bars indicate the variation in the 
observations, including those caused by radiative transfer effects. 
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Figure 3.24: Weekday/weekend monthly averaged NO2 DSCD ratio for the years 2011-
2013. The scatter in the data is caused by the higher variability in the weekend data due to 
fewer data points used in the average. Nevertheless a clear downward trend can be 
observed. 
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4. Near-IR Fourier Transfer Measurements of Greenhouse Gases 

The Los Angeles basin is a very large anthropogenic source of the important greenhouse 
gases CO2 and CH4, which contribute significantly to regional and global climate change 
(Hoornweg, 2010). Recent legislation in California, the California Global Warming Solutions 
Act (AB32), mandated a statewide cap for greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 at levels that 
prevailed in 1990 (Croes, 2012). Verifying the effectiveness of regional greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emission control requires high-precision, regional-scale measurement methods combined with 
models that capture the principal anthropogenic and biogenic sources and sinks. The existing 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) GHG measurement sites in the Los Angeles area are 
sparse, with far fewer sites than the CARB air quality network. Instruments in the network 
sample near the surface, where perturbations from local traffic sources, wind fields and planetary 
boundary layer (PBL) height changes can induce considerable variability in measured GHG 
concentrations on short time scales. McKain et al. (2012) used the coupled Weather Research 
and Forecasting – Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport (WRF–STILT) model to 
compare the sensitivity of surface and total column measurements of CO2 to changes in 
emissions within the Salt Lake City urban dome. Their simulations indicated that column 
measurements from the ground or space are more sensitive to emissions from the greater urban 
region than surface point measurements, and less sensitive to variability in PBL height. Thus, 
column measurements may allow for more precise estimation of anthropogenic emission trends 
in cities. Kort et al. (2012) analyzed space-based observations of the column-averaged dry-air 
mole fractions of CO2 from Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) over Los Angeles 
and Mumbai. Despite the relatively sparse spatial and temporal resolution and coverage provided 
by GOSAT, the column measurements showed statistically significant gradients between the 
cities and the surrounding areas which could be used to detect emission changes of a few percent 
per year over a 5-10 year observation period.  

Despite the advantages inherent in the measurement of integrated column abundances, 
existing satellite and ground-based remote sensing instruments do not provide the temporal and 
spatial coverage required to quantify megacity GHG emissions. The repeat cycles and swaths of 
the orbital tracks of space-based instruments in low Earth orbits (e.g. GOSAT currently in orbit, 
Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2) to be launched in July, 2014) do not provide daily 
monitoring of GHG emissions over megacities. There are also very few ground-based remote 
sensing instruments for column GHG measurements. The Total Carbon Column Observing 
Network (TCCON) is a collection of ground-based Fourier Transform spectrometers recording 
direct solar spectra in the near-infrared spectral region to measure the column-averaged volume 
mixing ratio (VMR) of GHGs. However, most TCCON stations are deployed at rural sites with 
small spatial gradients in order to provide calibration/validation data for satellite missions. 
Wunch et al. (2009) estimated the emission rates of GHGs over the LA basin using 
measurements from a TCCON station that was temporarily located in Pasadena, California. 
However, since TCCON stations employ direct solar viewing geometry, the spatial coverage of a 
single spectrometer is quite limited.  This highlights the need for an approach that can produce 
daily GHG column abundance measurements over a wide spatial domain to complement other 
sensor networks in an urban air-shed. 

Here, a novel observing system that addresses the requirements for wide-area monitoring of 
GHGs to assess the impact of control measures on long-term megacity carbon emissions.  The 
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approach involves the use of a high resolution FTIR spectrometer on a mountaintop looking over 
the Los Angeles basin to record atmospheric solar absorption spectra from a number of 
geographically distributed target points. The mountaintop viewing geometry offers two 
significant advantages relative to direct solar measurements from ground sites in the boundary 
layer: enhanced sensitivity to composition changes within the boundary layer due to the long 
low-altitude optical path lengths (tens of km), and the capability to independently measure the 
composition within the free troposphere to provide background reference information. Apart 
from differences in viewing angles, the mountaintop vantage point also closely approximates the 
observations from geostationary orbit by space missions that will be launched later this decade 
(Key et al. 2012). 

This section of the report is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the measurement 
technique. Section 4.2 describes the data processing algorithms, examples of retrievals, and error 
analysis. Section 4.3 describes the diurnal variations of XGHG. Section 4.4 describes the spatial 
variations of XCH4:XCO2 excess in the Los Angeles basin, and estimations of GHG emission 
inventory in the Los Angeles basin. Section 4.5 describes the comparisons between the FTS 
observations and modeling results from the atmospheric 3D model, WRF-VPRM. Section 4.6 
outlines directions for future work.. 

4.1. Measurement Technique 

The California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing (CLARS) is a NASA/Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory facility located on the grounds of Mount Wilson Observatory at 1673 
meters above sea level. A Fourier Transform Spectrometer was designed and built at Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for use in the measurements at CLARS. The CLARS-FTS is 
optimized for reflected sunlight measurements with high spectral resolution in the near-infrared 
(NIR) region (4,000 – 15,000 cm-1). 

Two operating modes are on the CLARS-FTS measurement schedule: Los Angeles Basin 
Surveys (LABS) and Spectralon Viewing Observations (SVO). In LABS mode, the pointing 
system stares at each ground site in the Los Angeles basin and CLARS-FTS records atmospheric 
absorption spectra over a broad spectral range (4,000 – 8,600 cm-1) using reflected sunlight as 
the light source. SVO provide the background level of GHG gases. In SVO, CLARS-FTS 
measures the greenhouse gas concentration above the CLARS site by pointing at a Spectralon 
target on the rooftop. Since the CLARS mountaintop site is located above the boundary layer, 
SVO measurements give the background trace gas abundances in the free troposphere. In the 
downward viewing geometry used in the CLARS-FTS measurements, the sunlight travels 
through the boundary layer twice: once on the way to the target and a second time from the target 
to CLARS. The resulting light path through the boundary layer is typically greater than 20 km 
which is several times longer than other commonly used viewing geometries, e.g., observing the 
direct solar beam from the surface, or measurement of surface-reflected sunlight from aircraft 
and spacecraft. 

Daily measurements from CLARS-FTS follow a pre-programmed sequence, in which the 
CLARS pointing system either directs light reflected from the targets in the Los Angeles basin 
(LABS mode) or the Spectralon plate on the rooftop of CLARS site (SVO mode) into the 
spectrometer. The sequences can be changed to accommodate the needs of special observations. 
The measurement sequence is repeated ~5-8 times daily. Details of the measurement technique 
are described in Fu et al. (2014). 
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4.2. Data Processing and Error Analysis 

4.2.1. Interferogram to Spectrum 

CLARS-FTS records single-sided interferograms with uniform-time sampling in both the IR 
and reference channels. The CLARS interferogram processing program (CLARS-IPP) converts 
interferograms (Level 1a data) into spectra (Level 1b data). The CLARS-IPP algorithm applies 
the following post-processing steps to each recorded scan: (1) converts time-domain 
interferogram to path-difference domain interferogram; (2) corrects for solar intensity variations 
(SIV); (3) corrects phase error, and (4) converts the interferogram into a spectrum using the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm (Fu et al., 2014).  

A pre-screening step removes individual spectra of low quality, e.g., scenes likely 
contaminated by clouds. The cloud scene pre-screening of single-scan CLARS-FTS 
measurement is performed by comparing the intensities of spectral radiances between adjacent 
scans to identify outliers. Single-scan spectra are then co-added over a period of 3 minutes (12 
single-scan spectra), to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (for LABS >=300:1, for SVO >= 
450:1). Depending on the season, the total number of co-added spectra within a single day ranges 
from 160 to 260 repeating the number of LABS measurement sequences from 5 to 8 times.     

4.2.2. Spectrum to Slant Column Densities (SCD) of Trace Gases 

To derive slant column abundances of atmospheric trace gases from the measured absorption 
spectra, we use a modified version of the GFIT program. GFIT is derived from the Occultation 
Display Spectra (ODS) program (Norton and Rinsland, 1991), which was created for the analysis 
of Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy Mission (ATMOS), and incorporates many 
improvements. Since the viewing geometry of CLARS-FTS measurements differs from the SVO 
viewing geometry used by TCCON, several modifications are needed. These modifications were 
applied to the GFIT February 2013 version. The modified GFIT program consists of a radiative 
transfer (RT) model coupled to a model of the solar spectrum to calculate the monochromatic 
spectrum of light that originates from the sun, passes through the atmosphere, and reflects from 
the Earth’s surface. 

We retrieve CO2, CH4, CO, and O2 using the spectral bands and the sources of spectroscopic 
parameters that are listed in Table 4.1, similar to those used by TCCON. The uncertainties of 
measured XGHG from the errors in spectroscopic parameters and other sources are estimated in 
section 4.5.2. For O2, the a priori VMR profile is constant with altitude (a dry-air VMR of 
0.2095). For CO2, CH4 and CO, the assumed a priori VMR profiles vary seasonally in agreement 
with model output from Olsen and Randerson (2004). The sensitivity of the column GHG 
retrievals to different reasonable a priori functions, is expected to be within 1% based on the 
previous study of Washenfelder et al. (2006).  

Nitrous oxide, N2O, is an important atmospheric greenhouse gas emitted primarily by 
biological processes involving plants and soils, and by biomass burning. The contribution to the 
global background from stationary and mobile combustion sources is highly uncertain and has 
been identified by CARB as a high-priority research area. CLARS-FTS measures N2O in two 
spectral windows: 4373-4471 cm-1, and 4418-4442 cm-1. The N2O retrievals are typically very 
precise, on the order of 1-2 ppbv. However, as with the other greenhouse gases that are retrieved 
by the FTS, aerosol scattering introduces a systematic error that increases with distance to the 
reflection point. Because the N2O spectral bands lie at significantly longer wavelengths than the 
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O2 band which is used to filter out measurements affected by aerosols, it is difficult to 
discriminate aerosol effects from actual atmospheric N2O enhancements, which are quite small. 
For this reason, N2O is not a standard CLARS-FTS data product at the present time. Research is 
ongoing to develop an aerosol scattering model which can provide a first-order correction to the 
N2O retrievals, and possibly provide a useable N2O data product in the near future. 
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Table 4.1:  CLARS FTS Measurement Sequence  
Target Coordinate Target Name Measurement 

 Latitude Longitude Altitude 
index

0 
1 

(degree) 
34.221 
34.069 

(degree) 
-118.057 
-117.390 

(meter) 
1673 
340 

Spectralon 
Fontana 

SVO1 

LABS2 

2 34.081 -117.589 325 Rancho Cucamonga LABS 
3 33.951 -117.392 265 Riverside LABS 
4 33.877 -117.416 403 Lake Matt LABS 
5 33.962 -117.573 190 Norco LABS 
6 34.043 -117.725 253 Pomona LABS 
7 34.120 -117.868 217 210 Bend LABS 
8 33.868 -117.601 261 Corona LABS 
0 34.221 -118.057 1673 Spectralon SVO 
9 33.863 -117.776 97 North OC LABS 

10 34.000 -117.883 151 60 Industry LABS 
11 34.110 -117.969 134 Santa Fe Dam LABS 
12 33.678 -117.864 12 OC Airport LABS 
13 33.800 -117.883 47 Angels Stadium LABS 
0 34.221 -118.057 1673 Spectralon SVO 

14 33.722 -117.975 12 Huntington Beach LABS 
15 33.910 -118.006 57 La Mirada LABS 
16 34.030 -118.025 77 605 and 60 LABS 
17 34.141 -118.042 155 Santa Anita Park LABS 
18 33.821 -118.195 11 Long Beach 405 LABS 
19 33.930 -118.158 30 Downey LABS 
20 34.048 -118.116 128 ELA water LABS 
0 34.221 -118.057 1673 Spectralon SVO 

21 33.810 -118.368 66 Palos Verdes LABS 
22 33.990 -118.400 8 Marina Del Rey LABS 
23 34.054 -118.305 58 Downtown Far LABS 
24 34.102 -118.234 124 Downtown Near LABS 
25 34.093 -118.470 257 Santa Monica LABS 
26 34.154 -118.273 160 Glendale LABS 
27 34.170 -118.165 293 West Pasadena LABS 
28 34.141 -118.353 170 

1Spectralon Viewing Observations
2Los Angeles Basin Surveys  

Universal City LABS 
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In order to characterize the precision of CLARS-FTS measurements, special observations 
were conducted which cycled between the Spectralon target and two nearby reflection points in 
the LA basin, Santa Anita Park (a horse racing track in the city of Arcadia) and west Pasadena. 
These targets are labeled #0, #17 and #27, respectively, in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). Figure 4.2 
shows typical spectral fits of CO2 bands near 1.6 m using the CLARS-FTS measurements 
pointing at Spectralon (top panels), Santa Anita Park (middle panels) and west Pasadena 
(bottom panels). The spectral fits were made using two CO2 bands (blue lines) centered at 6220 
cm-1 (noted as MW6220 thereafter) and 6339 cm-1 (noted as MW6339 thereafter) separately. The 
root mean square (RMS) of the spectral fitting residuals in both CO2 bands are reasonably close 
to the expected values since the Chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals yielded values 
generally within 1.3 (Figure 4.3). The RMS of spectral fitting residuals shows a dependency on 
the spectral SNR (Figure 4.3). Figure 4.4 shows the averaged spectral fitting residuals within 
MW6220 and MW6339 using the measurements over three targets on January 3rd, 2013. The co-
addition of fitting residuals reduces the random spectral noise contribution and preserves the 
systematic fitting residuals. The systematic fitting residuals were observed in the measurements 
from all LA basin targets as well as the Spectralon target. The majority of the “spikes” in the 
left panels of Figure 4.4 arise from imperfect line parameters of disk integrated solar lines and 
H2O lines, although some of the systematic residuals arise from errors in the spectroscopic 
parameters of CO2 and neglect of line mixing. In addition, uncertainties in atmospheric 
temperature, pressure and humidity profiles arising from the limited spatial/temporal resolution 
of National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) data contribute to systematic residuals, 
especially for water vapor lines. Overall, the magnitude of the systematic residuals is smaller 
than 0.5% of the spectral continuum levels with peak values most often appearing at the 
wavelength of non-target species such as H2O. The imperfect spectroscopic parameters and line 
shape function affect the accuracy of retrieved GHG column amounts since they can bias the 
retrieved GHG column abundances. Most of this bias can be corrected by calibration against 
secondary measurements. Wunch et al. (2010) discussed a calibration procedure for TCCON 
measurements, which use the same spectroscopic parameters as the work that reduced the 
systematic bias for CO2 from 1.1% to 0.2% and CH4 from 2.2% to 0.4%.    
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Figuure 4.1: Uppeer panel: Schhematic diaggram of specctrometer (alltitude of 1.77 km) 
viewwing geometrry for Los AAngeles Basinn Surveys (LLABS) and SSpectralon Viewing 
Obseervations; loower panel: tthe target sitee location off CLARS-FTTS observatiions in a 
measurement seqquence overr Los Angelees Basin. Bluue balloon inndicates CLAARS site; 
Yellow pins showed the targget site location. The meeasurement ssequence is bbeing 
repeated daily foor ~5-8 timess. The sequeences can be changed to accommodaate the 
needds of special observationns. 
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Figure 4.2 Sample spectral fittings of CO2 bands near 1.6 m region using the CLARS-FTS 
measurements in the Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels); pointing at the Santa Anita 
Race Track, Arcadia (middle panels); or pointing at the west Pasadena (bottom panels). The 
measurements were taken on January 3rd, 2013 with a Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) of 58.62º (top 
panels), 58.39º (middle panels), and 57.89º (bottom panels) respectively. Each spectrum is from 
12 co-added scans, which were taken consecutively over 3 minutes. The spectral SNR are 532:1, 
417:1, and 227:1 from top to bottom panels, respectively. The measured radiances subtracting the 
simulated spectra, which included contributions of all trace gases and solar lines, yield the 
spectral fitting residuals. In all panels, black curves are measured spectra and blue curves are the 
estimated contribution of CO2 absorption from the spectral fittings. Contributions of other 
species in these spectral regions are not shown. 
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Figure 4.3 Root Mean Square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (Left panels) and spectral 
SNR (Right panels) as a function of time for the measurements of CO2 and O2 column 
densities in Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels); over the Arcadia Race Track (middle 
panels); over west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands centered at 6220 cm-1 

(black stars, noted as MW6220 thereafter), 6339 cm-1 (blue circles, noted as MW6339 
thereafter) and 7885 cm-1 (gold triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are presented, 
respectively. The spectral SNR were nearly identical over the three spectral bands in a 
measured spectrum, but varies among spectra. The measurements were performed on January 
3rd, 2013. The spectral fitting residuals were normalized by the spectral continuum levels prior 
to the computation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residuals were dominated by the 
photon shot noise. The Chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals yielded values generally 
within 1.3. 
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Figure 4.4: The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their correlation, Pearson 
correlation coefficients (R), and histograms (right panels) with MW6220 (top panels) and 
MW6339 (bottom panels) for CO2 slant column density measurements. In left panels, 
black curve is for Spectralon viewing geometry; blue curve is for west Pasadena; gold 
curve is for Arcadia Race Track. In right panels, blue stars are the correlation between 
Spectralon and west Pasadena; gold circles are the correlation between Spectralon and 
Arcadia Race Track; the black dash lines indicate the one to one correlation. The spectral 
fitting residuals were generated using the co-addition of residuals of 41 spectral fittings of 
Spectralon target, 41 spectral fittings of west Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of 
Arcadia Race Track target on January 3rd, 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the 
imperfect line shape function and spectroscopic parameters in addition to uncertainties of 
atmospheric pressure and temperature parameters since the magnitude and positions of 
spiky fitting residuals consistently appear in all three target scenes. However, the 
magnitude of most of systematic fitting residuals is within 0.5% of spectral continuum 
levels. 
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4.2.3. Column Average Volume Mixing Ratio of GHG in Dry Air (XGHG) 

XGHG may be calculated from the retrieved GHG column, according to  
GHG column 

XGHG 
dry air total column 

(4.1) 

where, 
O  column  2dry air total column 

0.2095 
(4.2) 

Using this expression to compute the column average GHG, VMR will improve the 
measurement precision of atmospheric GHG concentrations (Washenfelder, 2006; Fu et al., 
2008) if systematic errors in the column abundances are common to both the GHG and O2. These 
could arise from errors in the spectra, such as instrumental line shape, detector nonlinearity, or 
from errors in the calculated slant path due to uncertainty in the surface pressure, solar zenith 
angle (SZA), pointing or aerosol scattering. Errors due to non-ideal ILS are expected to be small 
because proper FTS alignment was verified by several methods as discussed in section 4.2.4. 
Detector nonlinearity may be significant when viewing very bright sources such as the Sun; this 
effect is negligible for reflected sunlight measurements such as those employed by CLARS-FTS. 
However, errors in the calculated slant path (due to errors in surface pressure, SZA or neglect of 
aerosol scattering), water vapor (for determination of dry air column mixing ratios), spectral zero 
level offsets and solar intensity variations due to thin clouds will cause uncertainties in the 
retrieved column densities of target gases and O2. Most of these errors are mitigated in the 
measurement approach and retrieval algorithms. The effect of aerosol scattering on individual 
retrievals is assessed by comparing the measured O2 column abundance with the value derived 
from the surface pressure at the target. Differences exceeding a threshold value trigger the setting 
of a data quality flag which is used in subsequent data filtering steps.  The remaining impacts are 
estimated in Section 4.2.5.  

4.2.4. Sample Retrievals from CLARS-FTS 

As an illustration of the data from the CLARS-FTS, sample results from several days of 
measurements will be shown in this section; more detailed analyses of the data will be presented 
in subsequent papers. Figure 4.5 shows the XCO2 and the differences of XCO2 between 
MW6220 and MW6339 as a function of time using the CLARS-FTS measurement over three 
targets on January 3rd, 2013. The difference in XCO2 between MW6220 and MW6339 using the 
Spectralon target (41 measurements) is 0.44 ± 0.53 ppm (1). For the measurements over 
Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena, the XCO2 values using MW6220 are also higher than those 
of MW6339. A difference between the two microwindow retrievals is a consistent feature of the 
data. CLARS-FTS, which are based on the HITRAN 2008 line list, show improvements in the 
band-to-band consistency of XCO2 compared to those which use the HITRAN 2004 line list. 
These systematic differences of retrieved XCO2 values between two spectral bands likely arise 
from systematic errors in spectroscopic parameters between the two bands and the number and 
intensity of spectral features from interfering species.  

As discussed above, SVO measurements are representative of the unpolluted free troposphere 
while LABS measurements carry the spatial and temporal signatures of boundary layer 
emissions.  
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Two spectral regions, which are centered at 5938 cm-1 (noted as MW5938 thereafter) and 
6076 cm-1 (noted as MW6076 thereafter), were utilized in measuring CH4 column abundances. 
Figure 4.6 presents sample spectral fits of CH4 measurements. The overall spectral fitting of CH4 

shows qualities similar to that of CO2 bands in terms of the RMS of spectral fitting residuals 
(Figure 4.7) and the magnitude of systematic fitting residuals (Figure 4.8). XCH4 using the 
MW6076 is generally higher than that of using MW5938. XCH4 over Santa Anita Park and west 
Pasadena show enhanced values compared to the Spectralon levels (Figure 4.9). Similar 
enhancements and diurnal variability of XCH4 were observed on other days. 

The observations of XCO utilized the measured spectral region near 2.36 m. The 
enhancement and stronger diurnal variability of XCO were seen in measurements over both 
Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena targets, compared to the Spectralon values (Figure 4.10). 
Measurement of XCO presents an extra challenge due to the weakness of the CO spectral 
features, the low solar radiance in this region and the overlap with interfering spectral lines from 
CH4 and water vapor. The broad and strong absorption features of interfering species in CO 
spectral region led to that the spectral fitting residuals for the CO bands are about a factor of two 
higher than that near 1.6 μm. And the weak CO absorption features result in lower sensitivities 
near surface compared to the measurements of CO2, CH4, and O2. Despite these problems, as 
shown in Figure 4.10, the XCO measurements provide reliable data for both LA basin targets 
and Spectralon. 

The sensitivities of CLARS-FTS measurement are characterized by their column averaging 
kernels. Figure 4.11 shows the column averaging kernels for CO2, CH4, CO, and O2 for the 
Spectralon (top panels) and Santa Anita Park (bottom panels) targets.  

4.2.5. Measurement Uncertainty of XGHG 

The uncertainties in retrieved values of column-averaged VMR for both LA basin and 
Spectralon measurements contain random and systematic components. The random component 
determines the measurement precision for XGHG retrievals. The systematic component controls 
the overall measurement accuracy.  
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Figure 4.5: XCO2 (in parts per million (ppm)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW6220 
(black dots) and MW6339 (blue circles) on January 3rd, 2013 (left panels) and differences 
of retrieved XCO2 between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in 
the Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle 
panels); and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCO2 

obtained using the spectral region of MW6220. Compared to the background levels of 
XCO2 (top panels), XCO2 over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena 
(bottom panels) show higher values (mean ART-SV: 7.60 ppm; mean WP-SV: 6.98 ppm) 
and present stronger diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The XCO2 

values retrieved from MW6220 are higher than those of MW6339. The mean differences 
between MW6220 and MW6339 are 0.44 ppm, 0.38 ppm, 0.78 ppm for DSV, ART and 
WP respectively. It was also appeared in the spectral analyses of the TCCON 
measurements (~0.15 ppm). Both CLARS-FTS and TCCON results, which are using 
HITRAN 2008 line list, show improvements on the band-to-band consistency of XCO2, 
compared to those of using HITRAN 2004 line list such as Figure 6 of Washenfelder et al. 
(2006) with the XCO2 using MW6220 about 0.9 ppm higher than that of MW6339. These 
systematic differences of retrieved XCO2 values between two spectral bands likely arise 
from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between two spectral bands and the 
amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering species.  
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Figure 4.6: Sample spectral fittings of CH4 bands, which are centered at 5938 cm-1 (noted 
as MW5938 thereafter) and 6076 cm-1 (noted as MW6076 thereafter) using the CLARS-
FTS measurements in the Spectralon viewing geometry (Top panels); pointing at the 
Santa Anita Race Track, Arcadia (middle panels); or pointing at the west Pasadena 
(Bottom panels). The measurements were taken on January 3rd, 2013 with a Solar Zenith 
Angle (SZA) of 58.62º (top panels), 58.39º (middle panels), and 57.89º (bottom panels) 
respectively. Each spectrum is from 12 co-added scans, which were taken consecutively 
over 3 minutes. The spectral SNR are 532:1, 417:1, and 227:1 from top to bottom panels, 
respectively. The measured radiances subtracting the simulated spectra, which included 
contributions of all trace gases and solar lines, yield the spectral fitting residuals. In all 
panels, black curves are measured spectra and blue curves are the estimated contribution of 
CH4 absorption from the spectral fittings. Contributions of other species in these spectral 
regions are not shown. 
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Figure 4.7: Root Mean Square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and spectral 
SNR (right panels) as a function of time for the measurements of CH4 and O2 column 
densities in Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels); over the Arcadia Race Track 
(middle panels); over west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands centered at 5938 
cm-1 (black stars, noted as MW5938 thereafter), 6076 cm-1 (blue circles, noted as MW6076 
thereafter) and 7885 cm-1 (gold triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are presented, 
respectively. The spectral SNR were nearly identical over the three spectral bands in a 
measured spectrum, but varies among spectra. The measurements were performed on 
January 3rd, 2013. The spectral fitting residuals were normalized by the spectral continuum 
levels prior to the computation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residuals were 
dominated by the photon shot noise. The Chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals 
yielded values generally within 1.3. 
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Figure 4.8: The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their correlation, Pearson 
correlation coefficients (R), and histograms (Right panels) with MW5938 (Top panels) and 
MW6076 (bottom panels) for CH4 slant column density measurements. In left panels, black 
curve is for Spectralon viewing geometry; blue curve is for west Pasadena; gold curve is 
for Arcadia Race Track. In right panels, blue stars are the correlation between Spectralon 
and west Pasadena; gold circles are the correlation between Spectralon and Arcadia Race 
Track; the black dash lines indicate the one to one correlation. The spectral fitting residuals 
were generated using the co-addition of residuals of 41 spectral fittings of Spectralon 
target, 41 spectral fittings of west Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of Arcadia Race 
Track target on January 3rd, 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the imperfect line 
shape function and spectroscopic parameters in addition to uncertainties in atmospheric 
pressure and temperature parameters since the magnitude and positions of spiky fitting 
residuals consistently appear in all three target scenes. However, the magnitude of most of 
systematic fitting residuals is within 0.5% of spectral continuum levels.  
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Figure 4.9: XCH4 (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW5938 (black 
dots) and MW6076 (blue circles) on January 3rd, 2013 (left panels) and differences of retrieved 
XCH4 between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the Spectralon 
viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle panels); and towards 
west Pasadena (bottom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCH4 obtained using the spectral 
region of MW5938. Compared to the background levels of XCH4 (top panels), XCH4 over 
Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom panels) show higher values 
(mean ART-SV: 74.95 ppb; mean WP-SV: 71.23 ppb) and present stronger diurnal cycles than 
those measurements over CLARS site. The XCH4 values retrieved from MW6076 are higher 
than those of MW5938. The mean differences between MW6076 and MW5938 are 13.71 ppb, 
25.32 ppb, and 24.75 ppb for SV, ART and WP respectively. These systematic differences of 
retrieved XCH4 values between two spectral bands likely arise from the discrepancies of 
spectroscopic parameters between two spectral bands and the amount/intensity of spectral 
features of interfering species. 
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Figure 4.10: XCH4 (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW5938 
(black dots) and MW6076 (blue circles) on January 3rd, 2013 (left panels) and differences of 
retrieved XCH4 between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the 
Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle panels); 
and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCH4 obtained using 
the spectral region of MW5938. Compared to the background levels of XCH4 (top panels), 
XCH4 over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom panels) show 
higher values (mean ART-SV: 74.95 ppb; mean WP-SV: 71.23 ppb) and present stronger 
diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The XCH4 values retrieved from 
MW6076 are higher than those of MW5938. The mean differences between MW6076 and 
MW5938 are 13.71 ppb, 25.32 ppb, and 24.75 ppb for SV, ART and WP respectively. These 
systematic differences of retrieved XCH4 values between two spectral bands likely arise from 
the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between two spectral bands and the 
amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering species. 
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4.2.6.  Estimation of XGHG Measurement Precision 

The uncertainties returned by GFIT assume a Gaussian distribution of residuals from the 
spectral fits. In reality, this is usually not the case due to systematic artifacts (e.g., 
errors/omissions in the spectroscopic data base, the modeling of the instrument response, and 
uncertainty in the pointing accuracy resulting in errors in the computed optical path). These can 
dominate the spectral fitting residuals produced by GFIT. Since these artifacts are generally the 
same from spectrum to spectrum, an uncertainty calculated from the RMS spectral fit generally 
underestimates the true precision. Hence, we utilize the differences of XGHG between two 
spectral regions to estimate the precisions of CLARS-FTS measurements. These differences 
include a systematic bias coming from variations in the spectral signatures of interfering species, 
and the inconsistencies between spectroscopic parameters within these spectral regions. The 
remaining variation (1- standard deviation of the mean differences) is given by the expression, 

(4.3) 

where, is 1  standard deviation of the mean differences using two spectral regions, 
and  are the measurement uncertainties/precisions of two spectral regions. The errMW1 errMW2 

spectral noise and the number of spectral points are the dominant factors of measurement 
precisions. These two factors are nearly identical between MW1 and MW2 since their small 
separations (~5 - 100 cm-1) on the measured spectra and their nearly identical widths of spectral 
fitting windows (Table 4.2). The spectral noises are random, i.e., no correlation on the spectral 
noise between two adjacent spectral bands. Hence, the cross term in the right hand side of 
Equation 4.3 vanishes and Equation 4.3 can be written as  

(4.4) 

Table 4.3 lists the estimated measurement precisions of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO over CLARS 
site, Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena targets by applying Equation 4.4 to the XGHG 
differences using two adjacent spectral regions. The measurements of Spectralon targets on 
January 3rd, 2013 show higher precision (XCO2: 0.09%; XCH4: 0.13%; XCO: 2.00%) than the 
measurements over Santa Anita Park (XCO2: 0.14%; XCH4: 0.25%; XCO: 4.01%) and west 
Pasadena targets (XCO2: 0.24%; XCH4: 0.46%; XCO: 8.01%). The measurement precision on 
January 18th, 2013 shows characteristics similar to those on January 3rd, 2013. The low precision 
of XCO arises from the decreased spectral SNR in the spectral regions used in the measurements 
of CO slant column densities. The measurement precision shows target site dependence due to 
the differences of spectral SNR over three target sites. Overall, the high precision of CLARS-
FTS measurements is sufficient to capture the diurnal variations of XCO2, XCH4 and XCO and 
the differences among different targets over LA basin. 
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Table 4.2: Spectral range, species that have spectral signatures within the spectral range, 
and sources of spectroscopic parameters used in spectral fittings. 

Spectral Range
-1cm

(source of spectroscopic line parameters*) Gases to Fit Auxiliary 
Parameters to fit 

6180.0 – 6260.0 (1)CO2, 
(2)H2O, (2)HDO, (3,4)CH4 cla  ctb  fsc 

6297.0 – 6382.0 (1)CO2, 
(2)H2O, (2)HDO cl ct fs 

4810.0 – 4890.0 (1)CO2, 
(7)CO(5)N2O, (2)H2O, (2)HDO, (6)CH4, cl ct fs 

5880.0 – 5996.0 (3,4)CH4, 
(1)CO2, 

(2)H2O, (2)HDO DLPBFd 

6007.0 – 6145.0 (3,4)CH4, 
(1)CO2, 

(2)H2O, (2)HDO DLPBF 

4208.7 – 4257.3 (7)CO, (6)CH4,
(2)H2O, (2)HDO cl ct fs 

4262.0 – 4318.8 (7)CO, (6)CH4, 
(2)H2O, (2)HDO DLPBF 

7765.0 – 8005.0 (8)O2, 
(9)0O2, 

(2)H2O cl ct fs 

a continuum level 
b continuum tilt 
c frequency shift 
d fitting the continuum level using Discrete Legendre Polynomial Basis Functions 

(DLPBF) 
* All of the spectroscopic parameters are available in HITRAN 2008 compilation prepared 

by Rothman et al. (2009). 
(1) Toth et al. (2008) 
(2) Toth (2005) with the addition (in 2005-7) of hundreds of weak H2O lines that are visible 

in humid, high-airmass TCCON spectra. Jenouvrier et al. (2007) subsequently identified 
many of these weak lines. 

(3) GFIT (February 2013 version) includes the weak CH4 lines extending from 6180 to 
6220 cm-1 which were provided by Dr. Linda Brown 

(4) Frankenberg et al. (2008) 
(5) Toth (1999, 2000) 
(6) Brown et al. (2003) 
(7) Brault et al. (2003) 
 (8) Line list created by Andrew Orr-Ewing using the PGOPHER code, based on lab 

measurements of Newman et al. (1999). The widths were subsequently modified to be 
1.5% larger than those in Yang et al. (2005) in order to minimize the airmass 
dependence of retrieved O2 column density, as described by Washenfelder et al. (2006). 
O2 quadrupoles lines are from Gordon et al. (2010). 

(9) The collision induced absorption (CIA) is represented by a pseudo-linelist based on fits 
to lab spectra described by Smith and Newnham (2000). The CIA is not used in the 
determination of the O2 column. It is fitted only to minimize its impact on the discrete 
O2 lines. 
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Figure 4.11: XCO (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW4233 
(black dots) and MW4290 (blue circles) on January 3nd, 2013 (left panels) and differences of 
retrieved XCO between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the 
Spectralon viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle 
panels); and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Compared to the background levels of 
XCO (top panels), XCO over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena 
(bottom panels) show higher values (mean ART-DSV: 48.75 ppb; mean WP-DSV: 49.70 
ppb) and present stronger diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The 
XCO values retrieved from MW4290 are higher than those of MW4233. The mean 
differences between MW4290 and MW4233 are 9.02 ppb, 8.72 ppb, 8.62 ppb for DSV, 
ART and WP respectively. These systematic differences of retrieved XCO values between 
two spectral bands are likely arisen from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters 
between two spectral bands and the amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering 
species. 
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Figuure 4.12: Collumn averagging kernels of GHG meaasurements uusing CLARRS-FTS withh a 
Maxximum Opticcal Path Diffference (MOOPD) of 5 cmm. Top panells: for the meeasurementss 
overr CLARS site in the Specctralon vieewing geomeetry; bottomm panels: for the 
measurements taargeting the land surfacee of Arcadia race track (334.141N, 118.042W, 1155 
meteers above seaa level, 9.3 kkilometers sllant distancee to CLARS site), Arcaddia, Californiia. . 

Tablle 4.3: Estimmated Measurrement Precisions1 

January 3rd, 2012 JJanuary 18thh, 2012 
XCOO2 0.37, 0.57, 0.95 ppmm2 0.09, 0.144, 0.24%3 00.31, 0.66, 0.76 ppm2 00.08, 0.17, 0..19%3 

XCHH4 2.31, 4.56, 8.46 ppb 0.13, 0.25, 0.46% 22.77, 4.90, 9.11 ppb 00.15, 0.26, 0..49% 
XCOO 2.08, 6.16, 12.31 ppbb 2.00, 4.01, 8.01% 11.85, 5.51, 10.65 ppb 11.88, 4.19, 8..06% 
1 Thee method of measuremennt precision estimation iis introducedd in Section 4.5.14 
2 Daata in this collumn are thee estimated mmeasurementt precisions of XGHG oover Spectrallon, 

Saanta Anita Paark and westt Pasadena taargets respecctively. Unitt is in parts oof million (pppm) 
forr XCO2 and in parts of bbillion (ppb) for XCH4 annd XCO. 

3 Daata in this collumn are thee percentage measuremennt precisionss, which werre estimatedd with 
resspect to the mmean XGHGG over Specttralon, Sannta Anita Parrk and west Pasadena tarrgets 
resspectively. 
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4.2.7. Estimation of XGHG Measurement Accuracy  

Systematic error sources include the uncertainties in spectroscopic line parameters, light path 
calculation uncertainties, and errors in the ILS, which affects the accuracy of CLARS-FTS 
measurements. Table 4.4 lists the estimated measurement accuracy. The uncertainties of 
measured XCO2, XCH4 and XCO arise from spectroscopic parameters, which are expected to be 
similar to those from previous studies (Washenfelder et al., 2006; Wunch et al., 2010, 2011). 
Regular HCl cell and infrared laser measurements are carried out to assess the alignment stability 
and performance of the FTS. The uncertainties in the light path computation arise from residual 
pointing errors and from the neglect of aerosol scattering in the radiative transfer calculations. As 
discussed previously, aerosol interference is reduced by using the simultaneously measured O2 

slant column density, which is proportional to the optical path length, to compute XGHG.  

Table 4.4: Estimated Measurement Accuracy1 

Error Sources XCO2 XCH4 XCO 

Spectroscopic Line Parameters, Pressure, 
Temperature Profiles2 ~ 1.1% ~ 4.0% ~ 2.0 % 

Light path calculation3 < 1.0% 
< 1.0% < 1.0 % 

Instrument line shape4 < 1.0% 
< 1.0% < 1.0% 

< 6.0 % < 4.0 %
Uncertainty Priori to Calibration < 3.1 % 

1 The uncertainty was estimated prior to the CLARS-FTS calibration/validation activity. The 
discussion of measurement accuracy estimation is introduced in Section 4.5.2. 

2 Estimation were made based on the uncertainty of TCCON measurements prior to applying 
calibration factors [Wunch et al., 2010; 2011].  

3 Refer to the measured XGHG uncertainty arise from the remaining impacts of aerosol that were not 
removed by the approach of computing XGHG in section 4.3.  

4 Refer to the differences between measured and theoretical line shape functions in section 2.2.4   

4.3. Diurnal Variations of XGHG 

Figure 4.12 shows the diurnal variations of XCO2, XCH4 and XCO for the SVO 
measurements, and the Los Angeles basin, West Pasadena and Santa Anita measurements from 
around 8:30 to 16:30 local time on seven continuous days during the period of May 5 to May 11, 
2012. From May 5 to May 9, the FTS was operated in the target mode, taking alternate 
measurements among West Pasadena, Santa Anita and SVO. On May 10 and 11, standard 
measurement cycle was performed.  
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Figure 4.13: Diurnal variations of SVO (grey) and LABS, west Pasadena (red) and Santa 
Anita Park (blue), XCO2, XCH4 and XCO from around 8:30 to 16:30 on seven consecutive 
days in May 2012. Error bars represent the RMS of the retrieval spectral fitting residual. 
Bad data points, such as data taken in the cloudy morning of May 11, were removed from 
the filtered data set. From May 5-9, the FTS was operated in the target mode, taking 
alternate measurements among SVO, west Pasadena and Santa Anita Park. On May 10-11, 
standard measurement cycle was performed, resulting in fewer measurements from each 
target.  

 

The SVO showed constant path-averaged mixing ratios of about 390 ppm XCO2, 1700 ppb 
XCH4 and 100 ppb XCO during this period. The constant diurnal pattern was observed because 
the FTS is located mostly above the planetary boundary layer, where sources are located, and 
therefore the SVO measurements do not capture variations of atmospheric CO2, CH4 and CO 
mixing ratio due to emissions in the Los Angeles basin.  

On the other hand, the West Pasadena and Santa Anita reflection points observed strong 
diurnal signals in XCO2, XCH4 and XCO with typically minimum in the early morning at around 
405-410 ppm for XCO2, 1800-1900 ppb for XCH4 and 100-150 ppb for XCO and a maximum at 
noon or in the early afternoon. Emissions of CO2, CH4 and CO in the megacity resulted in daily 
variations of 10-30 ppm XCO2, 100-200 ppb XCH4 and 100-200 ppb XCO during this period. 
Since the West Pasadena and the Santa Anita measurement paths span over 9 km and 11 km 
slant distances in the Los Angeles basin, they are able to pick up emission signatures. Despite the 
different measurement paths of the West Pasadena and the Santa Anita reflection points, the two 
showed consistency in XCO2, XCH4 and XCO in general. The buildup of XCO2, XCH4 and 
XCO in the morning and the falloff in the afternoon are due to a combination of accumulation of 
emissions and dilution/advection processes in basin. Similar diurnal patterns of XCO2, XCH4 and 
XCO (that is, peak at noon or early afternoon) have been observed in Pasadena by TCCON 
(Wunch et al., 2009). However, the column enhancements observed by TCCON are typically 
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less than 2-3 ppm in XCO2 and 20-40 ppb in XCH4, due to the different measurement geometry 
from the CLARS-FTS.  

4.4. Top-down Estimates of CH4 Emissions  

4.4.1. CH4:CO2 Ratio Originating From Los Angeles  

Several studies have reported strong correlations between CH4 and CO2 measured in the PBL 
in source regions (Peischl et al., 2013; Wennberg et al., 2012; Wunch et al., 2009; S. Newman, 
personal communication, 2014). Slopes of CH4:CO2 correlation plots have been identified with 
local emission ratios for the two gases. Since the uncertainty in CH4 emissions is considerably 
larger than that in CO2 emissions, we may use the correlation slope to reduce the CH4 emission 
uncertainties. Based on two years of data acquired between September 1, 2011 and October 30, 
2013, we estimated the CH4:CO2 ratio originating from the megacity (Wong et al., 2014). The 
SVO observations were used as the background reference. The Los Angeles basin XCO2 and 
XCH4 excess mixing ratios above background were calculated by subtracting for SVO 
observations from the basin observations (Equation 4.5). These excess mixing ratios were related 
to emissions in the megacity.  

XGHG  	  XGHG  	  XGHG  (4.5) 

Slopes of correlation between XCH4 and XCO2 excess were 7.3±0.1 ppb CH4/ppm CO2 for 
West Pasadena and 6.1±0.1 ppb CH4/ppm CO2 for Santa Anita during this period (Figure 4.13). 
The tight correlations imply that there is not substantial difference in the emission ratio of the 
two GHGs during the measurement period from 2011 to 2013. XCH4(XS) and XCO2(XS) should be 
poorly correlated with each other if their emission ratio varies largely over time, assuming the 
correlation is mainly driven by emissions.   

Figure 4.14maps the observed correlation slopes and their uncertainties for all the 28 basin 
reflection points across the Los Angeles basin using natural neighbor interpolation. Spatial 
variations of the correlation slope were observed among the 28 reflection points in the Los 
Angeles basin, varying from 5.4 to 7.3 ppb CH4/ppm CO2, with an average of 6.4±0.5 ppb 
CH4/ppm CO2 among all the reflection points. Spatial gradients among reflection points became 
weaker as distance from Mount Wilson increased. Spatial gradients among reflection points 
became weaker as distance from Mount Wilson increased. Stronger spatial gradients were 
observed among the closer reflection points in the basin, that is, west Pasadena, Santa Anita Park 
and East Los Angeles, while weaker spatial gradients were observed among the more distant 
reflection points, such as Long Beach, Marina Del Rey and North Orange County. Measurements 
were averaged over a much longer slant path for the more distant reflection points, compared to 
the nearby reflection points, making the measurements for the more distant reflection points less 
sensitive to local/point sources. Bootstrap analysis (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) was performed 
to make sure that the spatial variations of the correlation slopes were not a result of sampling 
bias among the 28 reflection points. The uncertainties in the correlation slopes became larger 
with increasing distance from Mount Wilson due to the decreased data quality, as the 
measurement path in the Los Angeles megacity became longer. (More data were filtered out for 
targets further from the instrument, mostly because of aerosol loading.)  
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Figuure 4.14: Corrrelations beetween XCHH4 excess (pppb) and XCOO2 excess (pppm) for Westt 
Pasaadena (left) aand Santa Annita Park (rigght) betweenn the period of Septembeer 1, 2011 annd 
Octoober 30, 2013.  

 

  

Figure 44.15: Left: MMap of correelation slopes of XCH4 eexcess to XCCO2 excess (pppb/ppm) in 
the Loss Angeles basin calculateed using CLAARS-FTS mmeasurement between thee period of 
Septemmber 1, 2011 and Octoberr 30, 2013. RRight: one sttandard deviation of the correlation 
slopes.   

4.4.2. Immplication foor bottom-upp CH4 emisssion inventorry 

The CCARB repoorted an annnual statewiide CO2  emmission of 3387 Tg COO2/year for 2011 
(http://wwww.arb.ca.gov/app/ghg//2000_2011//ghg_sector.pphp). Assumming the COO2 emissionns are 
spatially distributed by populattion in the state, we aapportioned the statewide emissionns by 
populatioon in the Loos Angeles bbasin, which is 43%, to estimate thee bottom-up emission foor the 
Los Angeles basin (hhttp://www.ccensus.gov/)). The bottomm-up CO2 eemission for the Los Anngeles 
basin waas 167 Tg COO2/year in 2011. For thee bottom-up CH4 emissiion in the Loos Angeles bbasin, 
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we used the same method as in Wunch et al. 2009 and Peischl et al. 2013. That is, subtracting 
agriculture and forestry sector from the total statewide emission, then apportioned by population. 
This gave a bottom-up CH4 emission of 0.278 Tg CH4/year in the Los Angeles basin in 2011. 
Using the bottom-up emission inventory of CO2 for the Los Angeles basin and the CH4:CO2 ratio 
observed by the CLARS-FTS, we derived the CH4 emission using Equation 4.6, where

|  is the top-down CH4 emission inferred by the CLARS-FTS observations, 

|  is the bottom-up CO2 emission,  |  is the XCH4:XCO2 excess ratio 

observed by the FTS and is the ratio of molecular weight of CO2 and CH4. The derived
 

CH4 emission inventory was 0.382 Tg CH4/ year in the Los Angeles basin. The derived CH4 

emission was 37% larger than the bottom-up emission inventory in 2011.  
 |   |    |   
 

(4.6) 

Because of the spatial variations of CH4:CO2 ratio in the Los Angeles basin, the derived CH4 

emission could vary significantly. For instance, if we were to evaluate the bottom-up CH4 

emission inventory by our observations in West Pasadena only, the derived CH4 emission 
inventory for the Los Angeles basin would be overestimated by 21%, since the West Pasadena 
target observed a CH4:CO2 slope that is 21% larger than the average slope of the 28 reflection 
points. 

4.4.3. Seasonal Variability  

Seasonal spatial patterns of the XCH4:XCO2 excess ratio were observed in the Los Angeles 
basin with elevated CH4:CO2 ratio in the eastern side of the basin in summer (JJA) and fall 
(SON) seasons (Figure 4.15). These patterns were a result from variations in both CO2 and CH4 

emissions and meteorological patterns in the Los Angeles basin. Cloudy conditions in spring 
(MAM) season limited data quality for more distant measurements. Using the seasonal 
variability of the basin average CH4:CO2 ratio, we derived the seasonal CH4 emission in the 
basin ( |  , from the seasonal XCH4:XCO2 excess ratio observed by the FTS

 

(  |  | , the seasonal
 

, the annual CARB bottom-up CO2 emission (
  

variability of CO2 emission provided by the Vulcan emission database ( | 
 

 and the 

ratio of the molecular weights of the two greenhouse gases ( 	 as shown in equation 4.7.
 

The annual CARB bottom-up CO2 emission for the Los Angeles basin was estimated by scaling 
the California statewide emission by population. The monthly XCH4:XCO2 excess ratios were 
the slope of correlations between XCH4 and XCO2 excess ratios observed for the Los Angeles 
basin. 

|   |  |  
 |    (4.7)

  
 

 
  

As shown in Figure 4.16, the derived monthly CH4 emission in the basin varied from 27 to 35 
Gg CH4/month, with larger values in wintertime in general. The spatial CH4:CO2 ratio maps 
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fluxes in the basin inn the future. 
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Figuure 4.16: Seaasonal maps of correlatioon slopes of XCH4 excesss to XCO2 eexcess 
(ppbb/ppm) in thee Los Angelees basin calcculated usingg CLARS-FTTS measuremment betweeen 
the pperiod of Sepptember 1, 22011 and Octtober 30, 2013. 
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Figure 4.17: Monthly variations of Los Angeles basin averaged XCH4:XCO2 excess ratio 
(grey), Vulan CO2 emission (blue), scaled CARB bottom-up CO2 emission (red) and 
derived CH4 emission (green) in the Los Angeles basin. Purple dot indicates the CH4:CO2 
ratio observed by aircraft during CalNex 2010 (Peischl et al., 2013). 

 

4.5. Top-down Estimates of CO2 Emissions 

To derive CO2 emissions in the basin, CO, which is co-emitted with CO2, was used as the 
tracer. CO is a criteria air pollutant regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). As 
a result, CO emissions are believed to be better quantified than those of CO2. 

4.5.1. CO:CO2 ratio in the basin 

Similar correlation analyses were performed between XCO excess and XCO2 excess. 
Following Wunch et al. (2009), an averaging kernel correlation was applied to our ratio due to 
the different wavebands where the two gases were retrieved. Using data acquired between 
September 2011 and October 2014, we interpolated the correlation slopes of XCO excess and 
XCO2 excess in the Los Angeles basin. Significant spatial variability in XCO excess to XCO2 
excess ratio, ranging from 3-7 ppb XCO/ ppm XCO2, was observed across the basin in this time 
period (Figure 4.18). In general, ratios were larger in the western Los Angeles basin than in the 
eastern basin. Figure 4.19 shows the seasonal pattern observed during the same period. Larger 
values of the  XCO to XCO2 excess ratio were recorded in summer than winter. Because CO and 
CO2 are co-emitted, the spatial and temporal pattern of the ratio is an indication of combustion 
efficiency combined with transport processes. Future studies using an atmospheric transport 
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model arre essential to disentanngle the spaatio-temporall pattern off emissions and atmosppheric 
transportt. 

Figure 4..18: Map of correlation sslopes of XCCO excess too XCO2 exceess (ppb/ppmm) in the Loss 
Angeles basin calculated using CCLARS-FTS measuremeent between tthe period of Septemberr 1, 
2011 andd October 300, 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4..19: Seasonaal-spatial varriability in XXCO excess tto XCO2 exccess (ppb/ppmm) ratio in thhe 
Los Angeeles basin caalculated usiing CLARS--FTS measurrement betwween the period of Septemmber 
1, 2011 aand October 30, 2014. 
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4.5.2. TTop-down COO2 emission estimates from 2011 to 2014 

Figuree 4.20 (left ppanel) showss the annual trend of COO:CO2 ratio oobserved by the FTS bettween 
the period of 2011 annd 2014. Thhe ratio had aa slight decrrease from arround 6.5 pppb CO/ ppmm CO2 

in 2011 to 5.8 ppb CCO/ ppm COO2 in 2012. It was slighghtly lower bbut consistennt with the trend 
reported by the Califfornia Air RResources Booard in 20111 and 2012. The observved CO:CO2 ratio 
was relattively constaant since 20012. We estiimated the ttop-down COO2 emissionns using equuation 
4.8. 

 (4.8)|   |    ||   
 

Annuaal CO emissions in thee South Coaast Air Basin were repported by thhe Californiaa Air 
Resourcees Board in 2010 and 22012 (http:///www.arb.ca.gov/app/emmsinv/2013//emssumcat.php). 
We extraapolated thee CO emissions in 20111 based onn emissions reported inn 2010 and 2012 
(Figure 44.20 middle panel). COO emissions in 2013 annd 2014 werre extrapolatted based on the 
reported emissions iin 2012 andd forecasted emissions iin 2015 proovided by thhe Californiaa Air 
Resourcees Board. Ussing equationn 4.8, we derrived the annnual top-dowwn CO2 emiissions of 211±12 
Tg CO2/ year in 2011, 230±12 TTg CO2/ yearr in 2012, 2112±11 Tg COO2/ year in 22013, and 2004±10 
Tg CO2/ year in 20144 (Figure 4.220, right pannel). The unccertainties oof the derived emissions were 
calculated assuming a 5% uncerttainty in the CARB CO emissions. TThe top-dowwn CO2 emisssions 
had a sligghtly increassing trend froom 2011 to 22012 and weere about 100-15% greateer than the CCARB 
bottom-uup CO2 emissions. 

Figure 4..20: Yearly ttrend of obseerved Los AAngeles basinn average COO to CO2 rattio (left), CAARB 
CO emissions for thee South Coasst Air Basin (middle) annd CO2 emisssions for thee basin (rightt). 
CO emissions for 2013 and 20144 were extrappolated. 

4.6. Comparison beetween CLAARS Observaations and WWRF-VPRM Model 

To furrther understand the FTS measuremment and investigate greeenhouse gass emissions iin the 
Los Anggeles basin, the CO2  slant column densities (SCD) measured by CLLARS have been 
comparedd to that oof WRF-VPPRM (Weatther Researcch and Forrecasting mmodel coupleed to 
Vegetatioon Photosynnthesis and RRespiration Model). Noote: this anaalysis was coomplementaary to 
the CARB-supportedd effort but nnot formally part of the sscope of worrk. 

The sttructure of thhe WRF-VPPRM is showwn in Figure 4.17(Park eet al., 2011). The WRF mmodel 
is initialiized by the Carbon Trracker data. The WRF Preprocessiing System (WPS) feeds in 
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terrestriaal data and ggridded data and preparees the domaiin for the WWRF model. The WRF mmodel 
generatess meteorologgical data, ssuch as the sshortwave raadiation andd surface temmperature, wwhich 
are used to calculatee the CO2 bbiosphere fluxes based on the landd surface water (LSWI)) and 
enhancedd vegetatioon index (EVI) meeasured byy the Mooderate-resoolution Imaaging 
Spectroraadiometer ((MODIS) (hhttp://modiss.gsfc.nasa.gov/), and mmodel consstraints succh as 
Photosynnthetically AActive Radiiation (PARR). The WRRF Chemisttry Tracer TTransport MModel 
calculates the CO2  trracer transport based onn the CO2 bbiosphere fluuxes and fosssil fuel emiission 
data andd outputs thhe total CO22 concentrattions due too biogenic, anthropogeenic and occeanic 
sources. Details of thhe WRF-VPRRM model aare describedd in Ahmadoov et al. (20007) and referrence 
therein. MModel simullations of COO2 concentraations in thee Los Angelees basin during CalNex 2010 
were performed by QQinbin Li’s ggroup at UCCLA. Input ddata includedd the NCEP North Ameerican 
Regionall NCEP Nortth Americann Regional RReanalysis (NNARR) data at 30 km by 30 km resollution 
(http://noomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/), IC/BC fromm total CO22 from GEOOS-CHEM 22 by 2.5 deegree 
resolution and Vulcaan fossil fuel CO2 emisssion data, wwhich are finne resolutionn hourly emiission 
data withh less than 10 km, for 20002 (www.puurdue.edu/eaas/carbon/vuulcan). 
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Figuure 4.21: Struucture of thee coupled WRF-VPRM mmodel. 

3-D ddistributions of CO2 voluume mixingg ratio (VMRR) over Loss Angeles baasin with a 4-km 
resolutionn were simuulated. The mmodel domain covers thhe altitude raange from suurface to 16..5 km 
above sea level. Theerefore, we ddeveloped allgorithms to integrate thhe simulatedd CO2 SCD aalong 
the solar light path (CO2SCD _ WRFF _ VPRM ) for thhe comparissons betweenn the FTS mmeasurementts and 
model simulations. TThe integratiion is achievved by usingg Equation 4.9: first terrm representts the 
partial CO2 SCD fromm the locatioon of sun ligght entering tthe top bounndary of the model domaain to 
the locatiion of CLARRS site, and the second tterm uses thhe partial COO2 SCD measured by CLLARS 
FTS to fiill in the altittude range wwhere no model simulatioon is availabble. 
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n  
CO2SCD _ WRF _ VPRM  li VMRCO 2  i  Nair  i  LPSF CO2PSCD CLARSFTS (4.9) 

_i1  

where, li is the geometric solar light path within the model layer i; VMRCO 2  i  is CO2 volume 

mixing ratio in the model layer i; Nair i is the air number density in the model layer i; LPSF  is 
the light path scaling factor to account for the uncertainty of  geometric light path (e.g., 
uncertainty arisen from the scattering events);  CO2PSCD _ CLARSFTS is the CO2 partial SCD along the 
light path from 16.5 km to the top of atmosphere. Knowing the viewing geometry of each 
measurement, we applied Smit’s algorithm (Smith B. 1998) to perform Ray-tracing calculations, 
which locate the model grid boxes that are in the light path of the FTS measurement by 
providing the index of model grid box (i) and slant distance ( li). WRF-VRPM provides 

VMRCO 2  i  and Nair  i . The LPSF  is determined using the following expression. 
O2CLARSFTS _ SCD LPSF   (4.10)
O2Geometric _ SCD 

where, O2CLARSFTS _ SCD is oxygen gas SCD measured by CLARS FTS,  O2Geometric _ SCD is the 
oxygen gas SCD along geometric light path. 

Figure 4.21 shows the spatial-temporal distributions of the CLARS FTS observed and the 
WRF-VPRM simulated CO2 SCD in the Los Angeles basin at 8:30 am, 11:00 am, 2:30 pm, and 
4:30 pm respectively on June 20, 2010. Both measured and simulated CO2 SCDs were 
interpolated onto a regular grid by using ordinary point kriging algorithm. The time series of the 
observed and the modeled CO2 SCD for all the target points in the Los Angeles basin on this day 
are shown in Figure 4.22. The model simulations have good agreement with the FTS 
observations. The CO2 SCD values of five measurements and simulation pairs are significant 
lower than the other pairs since they are the CO2 SCDs of the SVO viewing. In general, the 
WRF-VPRM simulations have a low bias of 10% compared to that of CLARS FTS observation. 
In addition to the observations and simulations on June 20th, 2010, the spatial-temporal 
distribution of CO2 SCD on multiple days during CalNex 2010 campaign show agreement 
between observations and simulations similar to that present in Figure 4.22. Meteorological 
parameters were reproduced reasonably well in the model. One possible reason of the 
underpredicted CO2 in the model is the old CO2 emission data from 2002 that is used in the 
model. In Los Angeles, where anthropogenic CO2 emission dominates the total CO2 emission, 
the actual anthropogenic emission of CO2 in 2010 was likely to be larger than 2002, due to 
increase in fuel consumption and industrial activities. Model inversion will be performed in the 
future to estimate the CO2 emissions in the Los Angeles basin. 
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Figure 4..22: CO2 SCCD measuredd by CLARSS FTS over LLA basin (lefft column) annd WRF-VPPRM 
simulatioons (right column). The pplots from toop to bottomm are representing the ressults during the 
time periiods at 8:30 aam, 11:00 amm, 2:30 pm, and 4:30 pmm on June 200th, 2010 resppectively.  

4.7. Futture developpments 

Severaal improvemments will bee incorporated into futurure versions of the CLARRS-FTS retrrieval 
algorithmm. These impprovements include: (1) incorporatioon of a more advanced radiative traansfer 
model whhich accounts explicitly for aerosol scattering too retrieve aerrosol properrties and for more 
robust daata filtering.  Absolute raadiometric ccalibration oof the FTS iss being implemented to mmake 
use of thhis approach.. (2) fine adjjustment of target coorddinates and tthe pointing system moddel to 
improve geolocationn; (3) incorpooration of line mixing aand improveed spectral liine parameteers to 
reduce systematic errors in thee fitting resiiduals; (4) ccalibration oof XCO2, XXCH4, and XCO 
retrievalss using aircrraft and ballloon in-situu profiles traaceable to WWMO standdards; (5) fuurther 
analysis of CH4:CO22 and CO:COO2 ratio in LLos Angeless such as seeasonal and/or annual trrends; 
and (6) aassimilation of CLARS-FTS GHG oobservationss using WRFF model andd model inveersion 
to derive GHG emisssions in the LLos Angeless basin. 
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5. Modeling 

As part of this project we developed a version of WRF-Chem for the Los Angeles Basin. The 
model was run to simulate the CalNex period, and its results were compared to observations to 
gain information on the emission inventories of CO and NOx. The inversion of the model based 
on observations to determine the correction of the inventories was not possible as the WRF-
Chem adjoint did not become available in time for our project. We therefore pursued the 
alternate plan outlined in our proposal and performed the inversion directly to derive vertical 
aerosol extinction and NO2 profiles as described above. We hope to pursue our original idea once 
a WRF-Chem adjoint becomes available. The following sections briefly describe the model 
setup, model results, and comparison of the model output to the observations. The conclusions 
for the emission inventories in the LA basin derived from the comparison will be discussed. 

5.1. Model Setup 

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with online chemistry (WRF-
Chem) community model version 3.1.1 (http://www.wrf-model.org/index.php and 
http://ruc.noaa.gov/wrf/WG11/) was used with three nested domains with horizontal resolutions 
of 36, 12, and 4 km, respectively, with the finest resolution covering Southern California. 30 
vertical layers extended from the surface to 100 hPa. Boundary conditions for meteorological 
variables were obtained from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) 32 km 3-hourly 
data while default boundary conditions were used for trace gases in the outmost domain. A 
summary of physical parameterization options is shown in Table 5.1.  

The simulation period is from May-June, 2010, coinciding with the CalNex observational 
period. The meteorological parameters were originally re-initialized at 00:00 UTC every three 
days to mitigate the problems of systematic error growth in long integrations (Lo et al., 2008). 
However, we found that a more frequent re-initialization of 24h improved the performance of the 
meteorological model on certain days.  

Table 5.1: WRF-Chem model configurations. 

Aerosol scheme  MOSAIC (4 bins) (Zaveri et al, 2008) 
Photolysis scheme Fast-J (Wild et al, 2000) 
Gas phase chemistry CBM-Z (Zavier et al, 1999) 
Cumulus parameterization Grell 3D ensemble scheme (Grell and Devenyi, 

2002) 
Short-wave radiation Dudhia scheme (Dudhia, 1989) 
Long-wave radiation RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997) 
Microphysics WSM 3-class simple ice scheme (Hong et al, 2004) 
Advection scheme Runge-Kutta 3rd order 

(Wicker and Skamarock, 2002; Skamarock, 2006) 
Land-surface model  NOAH LSM  (Chen and Dudhia, 2001) 
Boundary layer scheme YSU (Hong et al., 2006) 
Meteorology initial and NARR (32-km) initialized every 2 days, nudging for 
boundary conditions  the outmost domain (Mesinger et al., 2006) 
Initial condition for chemical 5-day spin-up 
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species 
Boundaryy conditionss for averages off mid-latitudde aircraft prrofiles (McKKeen et 
chemicall species al., 2002) 
Vertical llayers 30 
Biogenicc Emission Guenther et al (1993, 11994) 

5.2. Emmission Invenntories 

The anthropogeniic emissions used in thee model werre based on tthe U.S. EPPA 2005 Nattional 
Emissionn Inventory-NNEI’05 (U.SS. EPA, 20100). Emissionns of CO andd NOx were adapted to reeflect 
the changges from 20005 to 2010 aas will be disscussed in thhe following.. 
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Figurre 5.1: Anthroopogenic CO emissions inn the two inneer domains annd hourly variations in the 
innerrmost domainn. The thick black rectanglee in the upperr right graph iis the source region used 
in coomparisons with NOAA WWP-3D aircraftt data 

5.2.1. CCarbon Monooxide 

Anthropogenic CO emission in the inveentory for tthe L.A. baasin is ~41000 tons/day, with 
weekendd/weekday raatios of 0.90 and 0.86 foor Saturday aand Sunday,, respectivelyy (Chinkin eet al., 
2003; Suullivan et al., 2004; Polllack et al., 2012; Bahreeini et al., 22012). The spatial emisssions 
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(Figure 5.1) reflectt freeways and populaation centerrs in L.A. and Orangge counties. The 
transporttation sectorr contributess 90.5% of the total CCO emissionns (Californnia Air Resoource 
Board, 22012; data avvailable at hhttp://www.aarb.ca.gov/aapp/emsinv/eemssumcat.pphp). The diiurnal 
variationns in emissionns (Figure 44.2) show a 110% CO emiission reducttion on the wweekend.  

To acccount for siggnificantly reeductions in CO and othher pollutant emissions inn California from 
2005 to 2010, a scaaling factor of 28% foor CO was applied durring weekdaays and weeekend 
(Californnia Airr Resouurce BBoard, 2012; data aavailable at 
http://wwww.arb.ca.goov/app/emsinnv/emssumcat.php). 

5.2.2. NNitrogen Oxides 

The ddiurnal and spatial vaariations of NOx 
emissionn are similar to those of CO (Figuree 5.2). 
In urban centers succh as Long Beach (118.2°W, 
33.8°N), Los Angelles (118.4°WW, 33.9°N), and 
Irvine ((117.8°W, 33.7°N) thhe transporrtation 
sector ccontributes 70-85% to the total NOx 

emissionns while in leess densely ppopulated ciities a 
larger vaariety of souurces, can bee found in KKim et 
al. (2011). Figgure 5.2: Daiily averagedd anthropogeenic 

Weekend-to-Weekkday (WE-tto-WD) emiission NOOx emissionss in the two iinnermost 
changes are 22% aand 26% oon Saturdayy and dommains and hoourly variatiions in the 
Sunday, respectivelyy, due to rreduced weeekend innnermost 4-kmm domain. 
diesel truuck traffic (FFigure 5.2). 

To coonsider the eemission changes from 2005 
to 2010, two emissiion scenarios were geneerated basedd on NEI’055_REF. In tthe baseline case 
(BASE_NNOx), emisssions were rreduced by 224% on weekends and weekdays ((CARB emiission 
projection, 2012; datta available aat http://wwww.arb.ca.govv/app/emsinvv/emssumcaat.php) In thee low 
NOx casee (LOW_NOOx) NOx emiission were ddecrease by 45% on all days of thee week relatiive to 
NEI’05_RREF as sugggested by Ruussell et al. ((2010). 

5.2.3. HHydrocarbons 

Unlikee NOx emisssions, whichh are dominnated by on--road vehiclees, VOC emmissions alsoo had 
significannt contributiions from arrea sources (solvent, paaint and otheer residentiaal sources) iin the 
basin (CCARB, 20122; data available at httpp://www.arbb.ca.gov/appp/emsinv/emmssumcat.phpp), as 
well as bbiogenic souurces. The bbiogenic emmissions werre calculatedd from the Guenther oonline 
scheme iin the modell (Guenther et al., 1993 and 1994). In the moddel, VOC species are lummped 
into seveeral functionnal groups based on struucture and reeactivity. WWeekend emiission changges of 
VOC varry by groupps, with the ratios rangging from 0..89 to 1.14. The reactivvity of the VOC 
groups iss calculated based on thhe reactivityy scales of thhe main commpounds (CCarter, 2013;; data 
availablee at http://wwww.engr.ucrr.edu/~carter/SAPRC/). The estimaated total VVOC reactiviity R 
during thhe weekends is close too that on wweekdays wiith a 1.02-1.04 weekennd/weekday ratio. 
Overall, tthe inventories indicate that the NOxx/R ratio deccreases on wweekends in tthe basin. 
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5.3. Comparison wiith observatiions 

5.3.1. MMeteorology 

The mmodel successfully captuure day-to-dday variationns and the ddiurnal cyclees of the vaarious 
meteorollogical parammeters (Table 5.2) Boundary layer heights (PBBLH) at thee Caltech sitte for 
May 27-JJune 15 are iin good agreeement with the observattions during day and nigght, except dduring 
daytime on May 29-30 during tthe nights oof June 1, 22, 6 and 9 ((Figure 5.3).. The aggregated 
statistics of a comparrison of the mmodel againnst aircraft daata from fivee daytime flights (May 44, 14, 
16, 19 annd June 20) aand two nighht-time flighhts (June 2 aand 3) is inclluded in Tabble 5.2. Geneerally 
daytime cconditions aare better reppresented in tthe model wwith higher coorrelations oof temperatuure (r2 

= 0.84) aand smaller RRMSE of wind directionn (Table 5.2). 
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Figuure 5.3: Simuulated (solid lines) and oobserved (blaack dots) houurly averagees planetary 
bounndary layer hheight (PBLHH) at the CaalNex Caltecch supersite ((see Fig. 2b)) for May 277-
Junee 15, 2010. 
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Table 5.2: WRF-Chem simulated (MOD) and observed (OBS) temperature, wind speed, PBLH and water 
vapor at suface sites and across basin, bias (MOD-OBS), root mean square error (RMSE), standard 
deviations (S.D.) and correlations (r2) between model results and observations.  

Temperature (K degree) Wind Speed (m/s) 

Mean 

S.D. 2  Mean S.D. 2Bias RMSE r Bias RMSE r
OBS MOD OBS MOD OBS MOD OBS MOD 

Caltech 292.6 293.5 4.6 5.1 0.9 2.0 0.85 1.0 2.5 0.7 1.3 1.5 1.2 0.19 
Downtown 

293.6 293.4 2.6 3.6 -0.2 1.7 0.81 1.84 3.43 0.43 0.96 1.59 0.99 0.02 
L.A. 

Fullerton 292.8 292.9 2.9 3.9 0.1 1.7 0.81 2.66 2.74 0.95 1.15 0.07 0.74 0.59 
L.A 

290.8 290.8 1.4 2.3 0.0 1.6 0.53 3.35 2.61 1.35 1.35 -0.74 0.91 0.59 
airport 
Ontario 294.9 295.9 5.3 5.7 1.0 1.8 0.90 3.31 3.79 1.59 2.18 0.48 1.12 0.76 

Riverside 295.6 297.7 6.3 6.1 2.1 1.6 0.94 3.37 3.17 1.53 1.72 -0.21 0.92 0.71 
Van Nuys 294.2 296.3 4.7 4.6 2.1 1.6 0.88 2.94 2.97 1.14 0.94 0.03 1.04 0.26 

Across basinb 

Night time 287.6 289.0 2.4 2.6 1.5 1.8 0.55 4.4 4.8 2.5 3.0 0.3 2.4 0.39 
Day time 289.8 290.4 3.9 4.8 0.6 2.0 0.84 4.6 4.1 2.2 1.6 -0.4 1.9 0.31 

a The periods are May 27-June 15, 2010 for Caltech (Pairs of data n>400), and June 4-8, 2010 for other surface sites (Pairs of  data n > 
100).
b The results across basin were below 3 km; five daytime flights were on May 4, 14, 16 and 19, and June 20 (Pairs of data n > 1000).; 
two nighttime flights were on June 2 and 3 (Pairs of data  n > 600). 
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The PPBLH discreepancies onn May 29-30 are assocciated with a positive bbias of ~6 K in 
temperatuure and a poositive bias oof ~4-5 m/s in wind speeed (not showwn), which mmay be the ccause 
of the erroneous PBBLH simulaation. Modeel re-initializzation everyy 24h insteaad of everyy 72h 
significanntly improvves the meteeorological simulations on May 300th. Howeveer the anommalous 
meteorollogy on Mayy 29th, and esspecially thee presence off a stratosphhere intrusionn (Langford et al. 
2012) waas not improoved, showinng the limits of the regioonal model. AAs simulatioons on otherr days 
did not cchange for thhe 24h re-iniitialization sscheme we uused the 72--hour re-initiialization schheme 
for all daays except foor May 29-300. 

5.3.2. CCO 

Surfacce CO fromm the Caltechh site was ccompared too the model output for May 29-Junne 15 
(Figure 55.5). The moodel overesttimated CO mixing ratioos by ~42%%, excluding May 29-30. The 
observedd daily maximmum at 10:000-14:00 PDDT is due to the transporrt of morninng emissionss near 
downtowwn L.A. (Verres et al., 20011), whichh is well capptured by thhe model. Thhe secondaryy CO 
peak at 77:00 am, whiich is likely due to locall rush-hour trtraffic, is nott well capturred by the mmodel. 
This mayy indicate thhat the 4-kmm horizontal resolution iss too coarsee to accurateely consider local 
emissionns in Pasadenna. 
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Figuure 5.4: Simuulated and obbserved conccentrations oof CO verticcal profiles fofor the 
enseemble of CalNex flights during a) daaytimes and bb) nighttimees. The horizzontal bars 
indiccate the stanndard deviations. Also shhown are thee scatter plots (c-d), withh values at 
diffeerent altitudees color-codeed. 

We allso compareed observatioons of CO bbelow 3 kmm from the NNOAA WP-3D to the mmodel 
output (FFigure 5.4) ffor an ensemmble of flighhts. The moodeled CO bbetween 1-3 km shows good 
agreemennt with the oobservation.. Only in the boundary layer (< 1 kkm during tthe day, < 400 m 
during niighttime) dooes the modeel overestimmate CO. Forr example bbetween 0.6--1 km, the mmodel 
overestimmates CO byy ~60 ppb wwhich is connsistent withh surface COO overestimmation at 29 ARB 
sites (nott shown). COO is overestiimated by ~660-90 ppb inn nocturnal bboundary layyer (NBL) bbelow 
500 m inn the model.  
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Figuure 5.5: Simuulated and obbserved surfface concentrrations of COO at the CalNex 
Caltech supersitee  for May 15-June 14, 22010: a) scattter plot, b) ddiurnal cyclee. 
Valuues are hourly averages ((unit: ppbv). The verticall bars are staandard deviaations. 

Table 5.33: CO concenntrations at ssuface sites aand across thhe basin, Values at ARBB sites are in steps 
of 100 pppbv. Units:pppbv. 

Mean Median n S.D.. 

OBS MODD OBS MOOD OBS MMOD 
Bias RMSE 2r

At Surface sitesa 

Caltecch 303 429 292 4228 83 133 126 117 0.24 
North Long Beach 300 2772 
North Mainn Street 500 6885 

Azusaa 400 4999 
Riverside 200 4996 

San Bernaardino 300 5111 
Goletaa 200 1995 

29 AARB sites dayttime average 300 2992 
29 AARB sites nigh ttime average 300 3996 

Across baasinb 

<< 3 km 
Daytime 

Nighttime 
197 
177 

210 
175 

168 
161 

1660 
1556 

81 
67 

130 
81

13 
-2 

92
47

 0.51 
 0.66 

< 1.5 km 
Daytime 

Nighttime 
223 
214 

249 
219 

216 
204 

2446 
2003 

81 
67 

134 
83

26 
4 

102
59

 0.41 
 0.51 

a The periodds are May 27-JJune 15, 2010 for all surface siites. 
b Five daytiime flights weree on May 4, 14,, 16 and 19, andd June 20; two nnighttime flightts were on Junee 2 and 3. 

The aggregate staatistics of alll data pointss below 3 kmm and 1.5 kmm (Table 5.33) shows thaat the 
model ovverestimates daytime COO by 12-18%% in the bounndary layer. Due to the liimited numbber of 
data poinnts in the NBBL, the modeel overestimmations of nigghttime nearr surface COO are not refllected 
in the staatistics; howwever this caan be seen inn the compaarisons withh ARB sites (Table 5.3). The 
slopes off linear fit beetween modeeled and observed CO duuring daytimme and nightttime are 1.600 and 
1.22 resppectively.   
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Brioude et al. (2012) found that CO emissions were lower by 43±6% in L.A. County relative 
to NEI’05. While we used a 28% reduction from NEI’05 in our model study, the overestimation 
of modeled CO, both at the surface and across the basin, indicate that the CO emissions used in 
our model for the L.A. basin are still too high.  

5.3.3. NOx 

O3, NOx (=NO + NO2), NO, NO2, Ox, HCHO and HNO3 measured at the Caltech super site 
for May 27-June 15, 2010 (Figure 5.6) and CARB sites were compared to simulations with the 
baseline emission scenario (BASE_NOx). The CARB observations were also compared the 
LOW_NOx case simulations (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). After excluding May 29-30, the day-to-
day variation and diurnal cycle of O3 was well simulated (for May 27- June 15, correlations r2 = 
0.63, pairs of data n > 470, confidence value p < 0.01) and afternoon O3 was underestimated by 
9.3 ppb (16%). Nocturnal O3 was too low by 11.7 ppb (54%) in the model, most likely due to an 
inaccurate description of the NO +O3  NO2 + O2 chemistry which is influenced by vertical 
mixing and surface NO emissions. Nocturnal Ox=O3+NO2 mixing ratios, which are conserved in 
the O3 + NO reaction, were well simulated at Caltech (Table 4.4) confirming this hypothesis.  

Day-to-day variations of NO, NO2 and NOx were captured well in the model with the 
exception of May 29-June 2. Modeled NO2 and NOx mixing ratios are 45% and 30% higher in 
the afternoon and 91% and 68% higher at night compared to the observations. HNO3 mixing 
ratios were underestimated in the mode by 5% (r2 = 0.63, n > 400), predominately during the 
night. A possible explanation is an incorrect description of N2O5 chemistry the model. The 
diurnal variation of HCHO is generally well modeled (r2 = 0.57, n > 470) but shows an average 
bias of 0.65 ppb (30%) during afternoon peak hours and 1.06 ppb (110%) at night.  
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Figure 55.6: Simulatted (solid redd line) and observed (blaack dot) houurly averagess of O3, NOy, 
NO, NOO2, Ox, HCHHO and HNOO3 concentrattions at the CCalNex Calttech supersitte (see Fig. 
1b) for May 27-Junn 15, 2010. MModel resultss are from thhe simulationn with the BBASE_NOx 

emissioon scenarios (see text forr details). Thhe three weekkends are coolor-coded. 

Table 5.44: WRF-Cheem simulatedd (BASE) annd observed ((OBS) surfaace chemicall sepcies 
concentraations (O3, NNOy, NO, NOO2, HCHO, HHNO3) at thhe Caltech suuper site for May 27-Junne 15, 
2010. Alsso listed are model biasees, standard ddeviations (SS.D.), root mmean square error (RMSE) 
and correelations (r2) between moodel results aand observatiions. Modell results are ssimulated byy 
using emmission scenaario BASE_NNOx.. Units:pppb (pairs off data n > 400). 

Mean 

OBS BAASE

S.DD 

OBS BASE 

BBias 
BASSE-OBS 

RMMSE 2r
Daytime 

amean
OBS BASE 

Nighttimme 
bbMean

OBS BAASE 

O3 36.2 255.6 19.5 18.3 -10.6 122.2 0.63 56.8 47.44 21.6 99.9 
NOx 21.8 277.7 10.0 13.0 6.1 155.6 0.01 21.6 20.88 19.9 330.8 
NO 2.4 5.9 4.5 7.3 3.6 77.5 0.07 2.2 5.5 0.8 22.1 
NO2 13.0 222.3 7.0 10.0 9.3 100.7 0.06 10.6 15.44 15.1 228.9 
Ox 49.4 477.7 16.8 13.8 --1.7 88.8 0.73 67.5 62.44 36.9 338.6 

HCHO 1.5 2.4 0.8 0.9 0.9 00.6 0.57 2.1 2.8 1.0 22.0 
HNO3 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.8 --0.2 11.9 0.63 4.6 5.6 1.8 1.3 

a Daytime: 12:00-18:00 PPDT 
b Nighttimee: 22:00-3:00 PPDT 
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Table 5.5: Same as Table 4.4, but for surface O3, NOx=NO+NO2 at ARB sites for May 15- June 
8, 2010. Model results are from two simultions with 45% (M1) and 24% (M2) NOx emission 
reductions respectively. Units:ppbv (pairs of data n > 500). 

2Mean Bias RMSE r 
M1 M2

OBS M1 M2  M1 M2  M1 M2 
- OBS - OBS 

At single site 
North Long Beach 
North Main Street 

31.9 
28.9 

20.3
22.5

 17.3 
 17.1 

-11.6 
-6.4 

-14.6 
-11.8 

12.2
11.6

 12.2 
 11.0 

0.12 
0.57 

0.12 
0.56 

Reseda 41.0 34.4 31.7 -6.7 -9.3 11.4 12.0 0.61 0.57 
Riverside 43.8 38.2 32.8 -5.7 -11.1 12.5 12.0 0.70 0.71 

O3 San Bernadino 
El Cajon 

20 sites Average 
Nighttime 

Weekday daytime 
Weekend daytime 

At single site 
North Long Beach 
North Main Street 

36.4 
33.7 

23.8 
48.7 
62.7 

18.9 
30.9 

36.8
34.4

13.9
49.8
54.5

25.9
30.1

 29.7 
 32.6 

 9.4 
 43.0 
 51.6 

 37.2 
 45.2 

0.4 
0.7 

-9.9 
1.1 
-8.1 

7.0 
-0.7 

-6.7 
-1.1 

-14.3 
-5.7 

-11.1 

18.3 
14.4 

13.3
10.9

16.3 
12.4
13.2

21.8
17.6

 12.6 
 10.5 

18.7 
 11.9 
 15.4 

 30.2 
 21.9 

0.71 
0.42 

0.10 
0.48 
0.70 

0.10 
0.20 

0.74 
0.46 

0.13 
0.51 
0.64 

0.10 
0.19 

20 sites average 
NOx Nighttime 14.0 20.3 29.9 6.3 13.7 13.7 20.5 0.14 0.16 

Weekday daytime 14.1 12.5 15.5 -1.5 1.5 9.0 9.6 0.22 0.29 
Weekend daytime 9.1 9.0 11.3 -0.1 2.1 7.3 9.8 0.35 0.38 
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Figure 55.7: WRF-CChem simulatted (color coontour) surfaace NOx andd O3 concentrrations in 
the SCAAB area aveeraged for MMay 15-June 6, 2010: (a-bb) weekday daytime 12:00-18:00 
PDT; (cc-d) weekendd daytime. MModel resultss from two ssimulations aare shown: LLOW_NOx 

and BAASE_NOx. CAARB observvations are overlaid as ciircled dots inn same colorr scale. The 
units arre ppb. O3 daata on May 229-30 (weekends) were eexcluded due to the alreaady 
discussed problemss with PBLHH 

The mmodel performmance in thee entire inneer model dommain was tessted by moddeled NOx annd O3 

mixing ratios with observations from 20 CAARB sites foor both NOxx emissions ccases (Figurre 5.7 
and Table 5.5). The iincrease of mmodeled dayytime O3 withh decreasingg NOx emisssion indicates that 
the SCAAB is NOx-saaturated (e.gg. Qin et all., 2004). Onn the other hand, weekkend O3 wass less 
sensitive to NOx emiissions than weekday O33 (6.8 ppb inncrease). It ccan thus be cconcluded thhat O3 

productioon is less NOOx-saturated on weekendds than on weeekdays. 

A simmilar compariison was maade using fivve NOAA-WWP3 flights ((Figure 5.8). NOy is usedd as a 
better measure of NNOx emissionns. NOy, HNNO3 and PAAN model ooutput succeessfully capptured 
afternoonn plumes froom Long Beeach and Loos Angeles. NOy was ovverestimatedd in Long BBeach, 
likely duue to NOx  emmissions beinng too high at the Longg Beach. Corrrelations off O3, NOy, HHNO3 

and PANN from aircraaft observatioons in the booundary layeer (< 1.5 kmm) and the moodel are showwn in 
Figure 5..9 and the reesulting perfformance staatistics are liisted in Tablle 5.6. Weekkday O3 andd NOy 

on weekddays (Figuree 5.8 a, c) wwas modeledd well, with a negative bbias of 2.3 pppb (4%) annd 3.4 
ppb (24%%), respectiively (Tablee 5.6). Weekends resuults showedd larger disscrepancies, with 
negative bias of O3 ((16.7 ppb, 233%), and a ppositive biass of NOy (2.77 ppb, 40%) and HNO3 (0.64 
ppb, 27%%). 
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Table 5.6: WRF-Chem simulated (LOW) and WP-3D observed (OBS) daytime O3, NOy, HNO3 

and PAN in boundary layer (<1.5 km) across basin (black rectangles in Fig. 1b and 1d) on 
weekdays (May 4, 14 and 19) and weekends (May 16 and June 20). Model results are with the 
LOW_NOx emission scenario (see text for detail). Also listed are bias, root mean square error 
(RMSE), standard deviations (S.D) and correlations (r2). Units: ppb. (pairs of data n > 600). 

Species 
Mean

OBS LOW 

Median 

OBS LOW 
Bias 

LOW-OBS 
RMSE 

S.D. 

OBS LOW 
2r

Weekday 
O3 55.5 53.2 55.7 51.0 -2.3 12.4 12.5 12.0 0.24 

NOy 14.5 11.0 11.5 11.0 -3.4 9.4 11.5 8.0 0.34 
HNO3 2.84 3.47 2.50 3.39 0.62 2.01 1.65 1.91 0.14 
PAN 0.63 0.82 0.62 0.72 0.19 0.48 0.29 0.55 0.24 

Weekend 
O3 72.8 56.1 73.2 53.5 -16.7 9.6 11.6 11.7 0.44 

NOy 6.6 9.3 5.8 9.0 2.7 4.7 4.8 6.7 0.51 
HNO3 2.33 2.97 2.08 2.82 0.64 1.41 1.18 1.66 0.30 
PAN 1.02 0.99 0.94 0.94 -0.03 0.44 0.60 0.69 0.60 

Observed and modeled surface NOx concentration showed a clear weekend effect with 
reductions from weekdays to weekends of 36% and 28%, respectively. This is reflected in the 
observations, which show a 14.0 ppb surface O3 increase from weekdays to weekends. The 
model, however, showed only a 4.7-8.6 ppb increase in ozone, underestimating weekend O3 by 
11-17%. Boundary layer airborne observations also showed significant weekend-to-weekday 
differences with an average 17.2 ppb O3 increase and 7.9 ppb (54%) NOy decreases on weekends 
(Table 5.6). The model was not able to reproduce these observations, showing only a 2.9 ppb O3 

increase and 16% NOy reduction (Table 5.5). The smaller NOy reduction in the model is also 
reflected by a positive bias in weekend NOy and HNO3 of 40% and 27%, respectively. The most 
likely explanations for these results is that weekend NOx emissions (22-26% reduction from 
weekday) are still too high in the model.  
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Figure 55.8: Simulatted (red) andd observed (bblack) verticcal profiles oof O3 and NOOy for the 
ensembble of CalNexx flights durring weekdayys (May 4, 114 and 19) annd weekends (May 16 
and Junne 20). Only data in the ssource regionn (black recttangles in Fiig. 1b and 1dd) are 
examinned. Data oveer the ocean is excluded.. Model resuults are with the LOW_NNOx 

emissioon scenario. Standard devviations are shown as thhin horizontaal bars. 
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Figure 55.9: Simulatted (Y-axis) and observeed (X-axis) cconcentrationns of O3, NOOy, HNO3 

and PANN for the ensemble of CCalNex flightts during weekdays (top)) and weekennds 
(bottomm). Only dataa in the bounndary layer ((<1.5 km) annd in the souurce region (bblack 
rectangle in Fig. 1dd) are shown. Data over oocean is excluded. Modeel results aree from the 
LOW_NNOx emissioon scenario. 
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6. Conclusions 

Two spectroscopic remote sensing instruments have been successfully deployed at the 
California Laboratory for Remote Sensing on Mt. Wilson, overlooking the LA Basin. Both 
systems have operated since 2010 and yielded a large amount of data on pollutants and 
greenhouse gases. 

The multi-axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy instrument measured reflected 
and scattered sunlight in various viewing angles. In this report, we have primarily focused on the 
vertical dimension of those observations. We have developed the spectroscopic retrieval tools to 
derive path-averaged trace gas concentrations of NO2, HCHO, and O4 (a proxy for aerosol 
extinction). A cloud sorting algorithm was also developed and applied to exclude observations 
influenced by the presence of clouds. Most of our effort went into the development of the 
numerical tools to retrieve vertical aerosol extinction and trace gas concentration profiles from 
the observations. A combination of a fast radiative transfer model (VLIDORT) with an optimal 
estimation based inversion algorithm was found to give the best results for these retrievals. The 
retrievals are performed in a two-step process in which the aerosol extinction profile is retrieved 
first using a non-linear optimization approach, followed by a second linear step to derive the NO2 

concentration profiles. A theoretical information content analysis using this tools confirmed that 
the retrievals can derive 3-4 pieces of information on aerosol extinction and approximately 5 
pieces of information on NO2. Our approach is thus able to retrieve vertical profiles with a height 
resolution of ~400m. Example retrievals of actual observations showed that our actual retrievals 
are somewhat lower with an average of 3-4 degrees of freedom for NO2. The lower value is 
likely due non-ideal conditions that can occur in the atmosphere, such as horizontal 
inhomogeneities in the aerosol and NO2 distribution. We thus applied our approach to the 2011-
2013 observational dataset. Comparison with selected data shows a good agreement of the 
vertically integrated aerosol extinction values with total optical density from an AERONET 
station located on the Caltech campus. The comparison also identified issues for some retrievals, 
which could again be caused by non-ideal conditions in the atmosphere. Work is ongoing to 
better understand which conditions lead to these problems. Comparison with surface NO2 

measurements revealed a good agreement with our retrievals, considering the differences in 
observation strategy, i.e. the MAX-DOAS integrates in the horizontal and has a limited vertical 
resolution while the in-situ data could be impacted by local emissions. The full data-set of 
aerosol extinction and NO2 profiles will be made available to the ARB at the end of the project. 

As the quality of our instrument allowed the successful retrieval of HCHO and NO2 in a 
wavelength range that is typically not used for NO2 retrievals, we also applied a method to 
monitor ozone formation sensitivity. The HCHO/NO2 ratio was used as a proxy of ozone 
sensitivity after relating it to the more commonly used marker Ln/Q (Kleinman et al., 1997). The 
cross-over point between cross-over point between the VOC and NOx sensitive regimes for the 
HCHO/NO2 ratio was determined in collaboration with P. Stevens at the University of Indiana 
using his observations of OH, HO2, and other trace gases during the CalNex Los Angeles field 
study in 2011. A HCHO/NO2 ratio of 0.55 was identified as the cross-over point for the CalNex 
period. The daily averaged HCHO/NO2 ratios from Mt. Wilson show a clear pattern with higher 
ratios, indicative of decreased VOC sensitivity, during the weekends, and lower ratios during the 
weekdays. The monthly averaged NO2 and HCHO DSCDs from Mt. Wilson from 2011-2013 
show that this weekend effect is caused by lower NO2 levels on the weekends. The data also 
shows a decrease in monthly averaged NO2 slant column densities during weekdays, while 
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weekend NO2 does not seem to decrease as much. This trend, however, is not reflected in the 
long-term trend of HCHO/NO2 ratios. 

We have developed an automated atmospheric observatory to measure the GHG emissions 
over the Los Angeles basin. Near-infrared solar absorption spectra have been acquired 
continuously since May 2010. The slant column densities of GHG and O2, which were obtained 
from spectral fits, were utilized to compute the column-average GHG VMR (XCO2, XCH4, and 
XCO). The quality of spectral fits and the measurement precisions are estimated using the 
measurements on January 3rd and 18th, 2013 under clear sky conditions. The spectral fitting 
residuals of individual spectral segments were dominated by the random noise with RMS of 
fitting residuals being better than 0.3% and 0.5% for the measurements above the CLARS site 
and LA basin targets. The systematic fitting residuals are less than 0.5%. They are attributed to 
known uncertainty in the GHG spectroscopic line strengths and air-broadened width parameters 
and the uncertainty in the disk integrated solar spectra. Compared to the background levels, 
XCO2 over Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena show higher values (6.26 ppm and 6.11 ppm) 
and present stronger diurnal cycles than those measurements over the CLARS site. The 
precisions of retrieved XCO2, XCH4, and XCO over CLARS are 0.09%, 0.14% and 1.94%. For 
the measurements over LA basin targets (Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena), the precisions of 
retrieved XCO2, XCH4, and XCO are 0.16% and 0.22%, 0.26% and 0.48%, 4.10% and 8.04%. 
The high measurement precisions of CLARS-FTS provide the capabilities of capturing the 
diurnal variations of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO over LA basin targets and the differences among 
the LA basin targets. The calibration of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO retrievals using aircraft in-situ 
profiles will be accomplished in the near future. Using ratio analysis, the CLARS-FTS 
observations suggested that the CH4 emission inventory of the Los Angeles in 2011-2013 to be 
0.382 Tg CH4/ year, which was 37% above the bottom-up CH4 emission inventory. Seasonal 
variability in the derived CH4 emissions ranged from 27 to 35 Gg CH4/month, with larger values 
in wintertime in general. CLARS-FTS observations implied that the CO2 emissions to be 211 Tg 
CO2/ year in 2011, 230 Tg CO2/ year in 2012, 212 Tg CO2/ year in 2013, and 204 Tg CO2/ year 
in 2014. Derived CO2 emissions were 10-15% larger than the bottom-up CO2 emissions in 2012. 
Spatial and temporal patterns of XCO2 in the Los Angeles basin observed by the CLARS-FTS 
are simulated by WRF-VPRM model. The model results have a low bias of 10% compared to 
that of CLARS FTS observations. Model inversion will be performed to derive GHG emissions 
in the Los Angeles basin.  

We successfully implemented the regional air quality model WRF-Chem for the LA Basin. 
Meteorological conditions, CO and NOx were validated using the CalNex campaign (May-June 
2010). The model meteorology performed well, except during two days with unusual 
meteorological conditions, such as a stratospheric intrusion event. CO concentrations at the 
Caltech and the inland source region during the day and night were overestimated by 42%, ~20% 
and 30-50%, respectively. The high bias in CO in the basin suggests that the CO emissions (28% 
reduction from NEI’05) were still too high. A 45% reduced NOx emissions rate relative to 
NEI’05 improved model performance relative to a 24% NEI reduction case for daytime NOx and 
O3 in the source region. The lower NOx emissions increased O3 by 6.8 ppb and 2.9 ppb on 
weekdays and weekends respectively in the model, indicating that O3 formation in the basin is 
NOx-saturated. The relatively smaller O3 increase on weekends may indicate that modeled 
weekend O3 production is shifted to be less NOx-saturated compared to weekdays. The modeled 
weekend-to-weekday difference was much smaller than the observations with a small 2.9 ppb O3 

increase and a 16% NOx reduction. Together with overestimated NOy on weekends and 
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underestimated NOy on weekdays in the basin we conclude that a 22-26% weekend-to-weekday 
difference in NOx emissions in the model is not large enough and weekend NOx emissions were 
still overestimated in the model.  The results reported here have been published in Atmospheric 
Environment in 2013 (Chen et al., 2013). 
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8. Glossary 

AB32    Assembly Bill (AB) 32 

AERONET   Aerosol Robotic Network 

Ak    Averaging Kernel 

AOT    Aerosol optical thickness 

ARB    Air Resources Board 

ART    Arcadia Race Track 

ATMOS   Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy Mission 

BASE_NOx Baseline WRF-CHEM model case 

BL    Boundary layer 

BLH    Boundary Layer Height 

CalNex California Nexus 2010 field experiment 

Caltech   California Institute of technology 

CARB    California Air Resources Board 

CLARS   California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing  

CLARS-IPP   CLARS interferogram processing program 

DOAS    Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 

DoF    Degrees of freedom 

DSCD    Differential slant column densities 

DSV    Direct Spectralon viewing 

EPA    Environmental Protection Agancy 

EVI    Enhanced vegetation index 

FFT    Fast Fourier Transform 

FTIR    Fourier Transform infrared 

FTS    Fourier Transform Spectrometer 

GFIT    FTS retrieval algorithm 

GHG    Greenhouse gas 

GOSAT   Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite  

HITRAN   High-resolution transmission molecular absorption database 

IR Infrared 

JPL    Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

LA    Los Angeles 
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LABS Los Angeles Basin Surveys 

LOW_NOx Low NOx WRF-CHEM model case 

LSWI    Land surface water 

MAX-DOAS Multi-axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 

MOD    Model  

MOPD Maximum Optical Path Difference  

NARR North American Regional Reanalysis 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NBL    Noctunal Boundary layer 

NCEP National Center for Environmental Prediction 

NCEP    National Centers for Environmental Prediction 

Near-IR   Near-infrared 

NEI    National Emission Inventory 

NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospehric Administration 

OBS  Observation 

OCO-2    Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 

PAR    Photosynthetically active radiation 

PBL    Planetary boundary layer 

PBLH    Planetary boundary layer height 

ppb/ppbv parts per billion (volume) 

ppm/ppmv parts per million (volume) 

RMS    Root mean square 

RMSE    Root mean square error 

RT    Radiative transfer 

RTM Radiative transfer model  

S.D.    Standard deviation 

SCAB    South-coast Air Basin 

SCD    Slant column densities 

SNR    Signal-to-Noise ratio 

SV Spectralon viewing 

SVO Spectralon Viewing Observations 

SZA    Solar zenith angle 
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TCCON Total Carbon Column Observing Network 

UCLA    University of California Los Angeles 

UTC    Coordinated Universal Time 

UV    Ultraviolet 

UV-vis    Ultraviolet - visible 

VLIDORT   Vector Linearized Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer 

VMR    Volume mixing ratio 

VOC    Volatile organic carbon 

WD Weekday 

WE Weekend 

WP    West Pasadena 

WPS    WRF Preprocessing System 

WRF    Weather Research and Forecasting (model) 

WRF-CHEM Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with online 
chemistry 

WRF–STILT   Weather Research and Forecasting – Stochastic  
    Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport (model) 

WRF-VPRM   Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled to  
    Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model. 

XCH4 Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of methane 

XCO    Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of carbon monoxide 

XCO2 Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of carbon dioxide 

XGHG Column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of greenhouse gases 
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